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   Let memory return 
   again and again 
   to the smallest color of 
   the smallest day 
 
 
   Time is the school in which we learn 
   Time is the fire in which we burn. 
     Delmore Schwartz 
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CHARACTERS 
 
 
Carson  A not unattractive woman, 46 
 
Lisa   A not unattractive woman, 46 
 
Marty  A not unattractive woman, 46 
 
Carole  A not unattractive woman, 55 
 
 
Waiter  Played by one actor, a not unattractive man. 
Stevens  A single costume or hair/beard element should be used to 
Mac   indicate to the audience that he is a different character 
Bartender  each time—disguise is not the issue.  And he may 
Tex   change character in full view of the audience, when 
   it is necessary.   
     
  

SETTING 
 
 
An extremely large desk is the only substantial set piece, and it needs to break 
up, or be reconfigured to form smaller tables at the restaurant, or the counter 
at a bar, etc.  At times it is lit with bright, bright, blue white halogen light. 
 
A play in two acts. 
 

TIME 
 
 

In the very near future. 
 
 
The Mad Master was commissioned by the Audrey Skirball-Kenis New Play Project, 
and was written during a residency at the Ucross Foundation, Wyoming.   
 
Also: The Mad Master is an early, alternative version of A Thing of Beauty.  But the 
two plays, while sharing many things…are two completely different plays, in oh so many 
essential ways.   
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                                      ACT ONE 
   
 
 
 
 
   
 
  CARSON 
 (Spot on her.  She is standing, holding a glass of wine, 
 telling a story as a toast.) 
So.  A Now Story.  Just for you.   

 
My last day, at my old job.  This man.  I saw him, every day.  And every day, 
I didn’t see him.  And every day he didn’t really see me.  We liked each 
other, a lot, that was clear.  In a nice, working kind of way.  But there is a 
way you have of seeing someone that we didn’t have.   Still, I liked him, and I 
had a really good chair that I wanted him to get first crack at. 
 
The instant the door to my office closed behind us—every molecule of air 
was replaced with something else.  One instant—we were just two people 
who liked working together—the next we were match heads someone had 
struck, we were forth of July fire works, we were emergency flares.  We tried 
to make small talk.  About the chair.  That lasted for 30 seconds.  Then he 
said, are you—and I said yes. That was it.  The entire transaction.   And then 
his face—I’ve never seen it happen before.  One minute he was a man.  And 
the next—he was unrecognizable.  Desire had rewritten every single part of 
his face.  He had been—before—an okay looking man, 50,55 years old, craggy 
features.  I think you would say he was good looking, but the change—I am 
not kidding and I am not exaggerating.  He had transformed into a monster.  
An actual beast.  Has that ever happened to you?  Of course I have seen 
men—change in other ways, become luminous in front of me the instant 
before the first kiss, and their face blooms in front of mine, full of the next 
moment, I have seen that, I have seen the face, open up, suddenly smooth 
and suddenly, untroubled, just wholly alive, I’ve seen the pupils soak into the 
eye, and the now pour through them, and out into the whole world.  But I 
have never seen this.  I have never seen desire reveal itself with no 
mediation.  No apologies.  No reasons.  No next moments.  I had never seen 
the God of This standing before me. With no other thought in his head.  
But this.  And his hands—when he took me—they grabbed handfuls of me, 
handful after handful, my whole body, I could feel him say in actual words, 
could actually feel the words, each time his hands opened and closed, the 
language was clear, this this this this.   
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 (The lights have gradually come up on the two women sitting  
 with her, at her table, near the very long bar.  It is an upscale, but  
 restrained, restaurant.  Where all the tabletop, and any minimal  
 design elements, are elegant, and just a shade too futuristic to be  
 right now.   
 
 All three women are comfortably well dressed—that is, they are  
 comfortable being well dressed.   
 
 They are also holding their wineglasses up in the air.) 
Sometimes what you feel the first instant they touch you is simple need.  I 
like it when it’s need, I like the push that needing gives to it.  Sometimes it’s 
escape he’s looking for, he needs to slip out of the grasp of whatever now 
he’s gotten himself trapped in, and he needs you to be the now he can use to 
do it.  I like that too.  Sometimes a man has been drowning—you can 
actually tell, as he grabs you, as he uses your body for a rope, a ladder, a 
bridge, how long he has been under the water, how long it’s been since he’s 
taken an actual breath.  And those times scare even me, but they don’t stop 
me.  A drowning man hangs on to a rope in a very special way.  But the worst 
times are when all you hear in their hands is the word MINE.  This 
desperate, sharp drive to make you—not you, any longer.  But theirs.  This 
passion they have to crush you into a package of now they can fuck at their 
whim, as hard as they can, and then put the entire package into their pocket 
and take away.  Not even for use again.  But so no one else can have it.  
 
And sometimes, sometimes, sometimes…it’s true that sometimes when he 
touches you, what you feel is love.  But you can’t count on love, can you?  
Love is a now you cannot count on.  What you can count on, what you do 
deserve—by birth, by right, is this this this.  It is like an endless ribbon of 
steel, it’s like the Golden Gate Bridge, ripped off its pilings, and wrapped by 
those hands into armor around you, you are safe from all your fears.  You do 
not long for life.  And you do not fear death.   
 
  MARTY 
That is as good as now gets. 

 
  LISA 
I’d give anything to get some now like that. 
 
  CARSON 
Yes.  I know I would.   
 (They all laugh.) 
 
  LISA 
Who wouldn’t? 
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  MARTY 
That was a great one.  One of your best.  One of the best now stories you’ve 
ever told. 
 (They clink, and they drink.  Carson takes her seat, as they put  
 their glasses down.) 
 
  LISA* 
In Spain, when you’re making a toast, if you don’t look the person you’re 
toasting in the eye—you get seven years of bad sex. 
 
  MARTY 
Wow. 
 
  CARSON 
Wow. 
 
  MARTY 
Seven years. 
 
  CARSON 
That’s like an entire itch, a whole, entire, seven-year itch.  
 
  MARTY 
It’s not the itch that’s seven years.  It’s the itch that comes after seven years. 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, right. 
 
  MARTY 
Of monogamy. 
 
  CARSON 
I always forget that monogamy part. 
 
  LISA 
I wonder if Jack Lemmon would have had bad sex with Marilyn Monroe in 
the Seven Year Itch, if they had gotten around to having it. 
 
  MARTY 
It wasn’t Jack Lemmon, it was, you know, the guy in Sunset Boulevard.  I 
think. 
 
  CARSON 
No sex is the definition of bad sex if you’re a man, I suppose. 
 
  LISA 
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Would you rather have no sex, or bad sex? 
 
  MARTY 
Ummmm…no sex. 
 
  LISA 
Definitely.  No sex. 
 
  CARSON 
Bad sex or no sex…I don’t know, I suppose it depends on how bad it was. 
 
  LISA 
Can we not make a major production out of this? 
 
  CARSON 
But it’s an important point, I mean, is the guy non-functional?  Does it hurt?   
 
  LISA 
Non-functional is no sex.   
 
  MARTY 
I don’t think hurting is the point either.  
 
  CARSON 
No sex or bad sex.  By sex, you mean—penetration. 
 
  LISA 
Carson— 
 
  CARSON 
Well, look, if we were lesbians, then sex would be— 
 
  LISA 
We’re not lesbians.  We’ve tried—well, you and I have.  We all, everyone of 
us here, knows what bad sex is.  It’s sex, that after it’s over, makes you feel 
bad. 
 
  CARSON 
By bad, you mean— 
 
  LISA 
LOST.  SAD.  HOPELESSLY ALONE.  HOPELESSLY, HIDEOUSLY, 
LOST AND SAD ABOUT FEELING SAD AND LOST AND ALONE.   
 
  MARTY 
And ugly.  Don’t leave out ugly. 
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  LISA 
Right.  Ugly.  You feel UGLY—ugly all the way to your bones.  Do I need to 
go on?   
 
  CARSON 
No.  No.  Thank you, I got it. 
 
  MARTY 
How do you think men would vote? 
 (Pause. 
 
 They all pull out their cell phones, start to dial.  Their cell  
 phones are, like the bar, just a shade smaller, or shinier, or  
 somethinger then cell phones are in the present.) 
 
  CARSON 
Three calls each, if you get voice mail, hang up, last one finished buys dinner. 
 
 MARTY  
Hello Frank.  If you had to choose between no sex and bad sex, which would 
you choose? 
 
                   Carson 
 Peter, it’s Carson.  No, no, I don’t have time for that now, I just  
 need you to tell me, if you had to choose, between bad sex and  
 no sex-- 
 
   LISA 
  Mark?  It’s me.  We’re taking a poll.  Bad sex or no  
  sex, which would you choose. 
 
 MARTY 
Thanks.  No, I chose no sex.  Of course I’d choose bad sex with you over no 
sex, specifically, but that wasn’t the question.  Honey I didn’t mean it like 
that.  Honey, I’d chose the worst sex we ever had over the end all be all best 
sex with anyone else in the world.  You know I would. Yeah—me too-- 
 (Disconnects, speed dials.) 
 
  CARSON 
 What a surprise.  Of course I’m kidding.  Yeah, yeah, men, they’d  
 fuck a snake, right, thanks.   
  (Disconnects, speed dials.) 
 
   LISA 
  I am not saying the sex we had was bad.  Why are  
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  you so sensitive about it?  It was not bad.  No, bad  
  sex is sex that makes you feel bad, and with you, I  
  never--well, we, we decided, okay, we decided that’s  
  what bad sex is, so that’s what it is.  Yeah.   
 
 MARTY 
No, don’t put me on hold, Harold, just answer, if you had to choose—
Harold? 
 
   LISA 
  It doesn’t have anything to do with coming or not  
  coming. 
 
  CARSON 
 No sex or bad sex, that’s the question. 
 
   LISA 
  Well you shouldn’t feel bad about it, I don’t.  I don’t 
  care, why should you? 
 
 MARTY 
Harold, I asked you not to—I know, but this will just take a second— 
 
   LISA 
  Look, honey, can we talk about this later—just  
  answer, which one would you choose, no sex or  
  bad sex. 
 
 MARTY 
No, this isn’t personal, it has nothing to do with—it’s just a poll.   
 
  CARSON 
 No, that’s no sex.   
 
   LISA 
  Thank you so much.  I had no idea it was bad.   
  Thanks for choosing it anyway, so many, many times,  
  especially on our anniversary.  If I had known, 
  I would have chosen no sex and saved you the  
  trouble. 
   (She punches the end button on her cell 
   as dramatically as possible.) 
  Waiter! 
 
 MARTY 
I’ll be sure and keep that in mind. 
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 (She disconnects, speed dials.) 
 
  CARSON 
 Sex with the dead is sex, but it’s not funny.  Pedophilia is not sex  
 it’s perversion.  No, no, this is our poll, we make the rules.   
 Consenting adults, all right, necrophillia is out, no skin off my  
 nose, it’s a man’s thing anyway.  Okay.  Thank you. 
  (She disconnects.  Speed dials.) 
 
   LISA 
 (The waiter comes over.  Carson and Marty connect on their  
 phones and ask which would you choose, etc., under this:) 
Thanks, we need another bottle of this, I’d like to look at your dessert 
menu, and if you had to chose between no sex and bad sex— 
 
  WAITER 
I’d chose the black forest cake.    
 (He takes the empty wine bottle and is gone.) 
 
  MARTY 
Bad sex.   
 
  CARSON 
Bad sex. 
 
  MARTY/CARSON 
Thank you. 
 (And disconnect.) 
 
  CARSON 
Well.  Looks like Lisa’s buying again. 
 
  MARTY 
You always lose.  You always call Mark, and no matter what it is, he turns it 
into something so he can have a fight. 
 
  LISA 
I wish I hadn’t done that.  God, I wish I hadn’t done that. 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t know why, you do it every time. 
 
  LISA 
Why do I do it?  Why? 
 
  CARSON 
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You act like you don’t know who he is.   
 
  MARTY 
Or, or like you think he’s going to surprise you, this time.   
 
  CARSON 
If there is one thing you should know about Mark by now, it’s that he is not 
going to surprise you.   
 
  MARTY 
No, he is, he does, obviously, he surprises her by not surprising her.  Every 
time.   
 
  CARSON 
Which can hardly be a surprise.   
 
  LISA 
Stop it, okay?  Stop it.  He said we have bad sex. 
 
  CARSON 
Oh he did not. 
 
  LISA 
And he chooses it anyway.  He said it was the worst sex he’d ever had, always 
had.  But he loves me, anyway. 
 
  MARTY 
He really said that? 
 
  LISA 
He did.   
 (She starts to cry.) 
He did, he said all men choose bad sex over no sex, and that women were 
lucky.  Because if it were up to women—he said—if it were up to women, 
nobody would have any sex at all, not because we’re prudes, which some of 
us are, or because we’re picky, which most of us are, but because we’re 
cowards—we’re cowards, all of us, and we don’t have the guts, and sooner or 
later everything worth having and worth remembering will all just disappear. 
 (She really starts sobbing.) 
And we say—we say we want the now—we say we want it—we talk about it--
but when it comes to it—when it comes right down to it-- 
 (She runs off stage.) 
 
  CARSON 
Wow. 
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  MARTY 
Wow. 
 
  CARSON 
Well, he’s got a point.  How else are you going to find any first-rate now 
these days if you don’t put up with it when it’s bad and pretend it’s good 
when you know it’s not?  
 
  MARTY 
It’s just hunger.  Pure and simple, hunger.  Sure, women get hungry too, but-
- 
 
  CARSON 
Please, don’t mention hunger again.  Not with what I just ate expanding in 
my stomach like an anaconda in heat. 
 
  MARTY 
Do anacondas expand? 
 
  CARSON 
Yeah.  They squeeze you till you’re dead, and then they swallow you whole. 
 
  WAITER 
 (Who has brought in the black forest cake and another bottle.) 
Anacondas don’t do anything anymore.  The last one in captivity died. 
 
  CARSON 
Really? 
 
  WAITER 
Three days ago. 
 
  MARTY 
No, that can’t be—the Amazon is full of them— 
 
  CARSON 
Yeah, that can’t be— 
 
  MARTY 
That’s just a lot of Greenpeace lunacy, even before, they wouldn’t know the 
truth if it bit them. 
 
  WAITER 
Well, if the truth bites them again it will not be in the form of a reptile.  
The anaconda that died was the last snake, lizard, or amphibian  alive—
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apparently its massive size kept it insulated from some of the incongruities 
that are attacking the reptile brain first, but it succumbed, none the less.   
 (He points at Lisa’s place.) 
Is she coming back? 
 
  MARTY 
No.  But leave it, we’ll eat it. 
 (He leaves the cake and the bottle.  They pour themselves  
 each a glass.) 
 
  CARSON 
To the anaconda. 
 (They drink.) 
It was the largest snake in the world.  
 (They drink.) 
Maybe I should just throw in with you guys and go for no sex.  I mean, I 
have always believed that bad sex is the more courageous choice, but even 
getting bad sex is so much work these days.  It’s exhausting.  There’s a lot of 
talking, a lot of the time, before.  And after, there’s the talking, after.  
Which, if the sex is bad, you naturally don’t want to do, and if it’s good, well, 
the last thing you want to do is talk.  But the better the sex is, the more 
desperate you are to talk to them, to insure that you can get more of it.  And 
so you do.  You talk.  Which of course ruins it.    
 
  MARTY 
If I thought like you I’d slit my wrists. 
 
  CARSON 
No you wouldn’t. 
 
  MARTY 
Yes I would.   
 
  CARSON 
Okay.  Really.  
 
  MARTY 
Really.  
 
  CARSON 
Marty.  Do you really mean that? 
 
  MARTY 
 (Pause) 
Yes.   
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  CARSON 
Wow. 
 
  MARTY 
You know how I feel about that—the way you—you know.  It’s no secret.  
How I feel about that. 
 
  CARSON 
I had no idea you— 
 
  MARTY 
Yes, you did, you know you did.  Even before, you always did. 
 
  CARSON 
Yeah, sure, but slit your wrists?  SLIT?  Your WRISTS?   
 
  MARTY 
Okay, maybe not—kill myself— 
 
  CARSON 
That’s what slit your wrists means. 
 
  MARTY 
Nobody means that when they say, slit their wrists.  Nobody means they 
literally, you know, want to kill themselves.  
 
  CARSON 
Yeah.  I know.  What they mean is, they would hate themselves.  It means, 
if you were me, you’d hate yourself.  Which means-- 
 
  MARTY 
It doesn’t mean I hate you, you cannot extrapolate it to mean I hate you. 
 
  CARSON 
No, it’s worse, it means you think I should hate myself. 
 
  MARTY 
Well.  You do, don’t you? 
 
  CARSON 
What? 
 
  MARTY 
Well, why would you do what you do if you didn’t hate yourself? 
 
  CARSON 
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Do?  Where do you get off saying you know what I do? 
 
  MARTY 
Where do I get off?  I listen to your now stories!   
 
  CARSON 
You don’t have the faintest idea what I really do.   
 
  MARTY 
I have listened every Thursday for years, Carson, I have listened to the 
uncensored, rapsodical accounts of your desire and the dark, wet, sticky 
paths down which it leads you.  Yes.  I have more than a faint idea what you 
do. 
 
  CARSON 
Don’t worry.  You’ll never have to listen to another story again. 
 
  MARTY 
That’s not what I’m saying— 
 
  CARSON 
Just because you ask me for them—beg me for them— 
 
  MARTY 
Look, your stories are good.  But that doesn’t mean you’re not lost. 
 
  CARSON 
We’re all lost. 
 
  MARTY 
I’m not. 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, because you don’t want things you can’t have that means you’re not lost? 
 
  MARTY 
Well…yes.  
 
  CARSON 
And your 6 year tease of poor tragic Harold at work, what’s that? 
 
  MARTY 
That’s not the same— 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, because you don’t really want him? 
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  MARTY 
No, I do want him, but not— 
 
  CARSON 
Not enough?  That’s what wanting is, Marty.  Wanting something enough to 
get it.  To squeeze it.  To swallow it whole.   
  
  MARTY 
Well, you’re certainly the expert on that, aren’t you?  
 
  CARSON 
 (Beat.) 
I admit that I may have tried, in some half-hearted way, to tell you, to—
communicate with you, tried to make some contact with you, to let you in, 
or, or, maybe, yes, confide in you, find some way—to need you.  And that’s 
my fault, my delusion.  Obviously.  I have made the mistake of telling you 
things.  But that doesn’t mean that you know.  That you have any idea.  And 
it horrifies me that whatever—scraps—of what I do that are available, are 
visible, to a person like you, whatever pieces of the thing itself, that you can 
comprehend, with your brittle, little, rigid mind, that you have assembled 
these bits and pieces of a life you can’t even imagine, with its costs and its 
joys, you have cobbled these wisps of my life into something—ugly.  
Something hateful.   Something that needs hating.  
 
How could you do that to me, and call yourself my friend?  How could you 
wait, lie in wait, snake in the grass, years, for years, and spring this on me 
now? 
 (She gets up from the table.) 
Shit.   
 (She walks off. 
 
 Long beat. 
 
 Carson walks back on stage.  Sits.   
 
 Beat.) 
 
  MARTY 
It doesn’t mean I don’t love you, you know. 
 
  CARSON 
I know.  It just means you don’t have any idea who you love. 
 
  MARTY 
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Look.  It just, it hurts me to see you do this.  It’s like you’re trying, you’re 
spending your life trying to drink a cup of water without the cup. 
 
  CARSON 
There are other things to drink it out of that will hold it, some.  Manila  
envelopes, that my paychecks come in.  Glass slippers.  My data base. 
 
  MARTY 
Those don’t work. 
 
  CARSON 
Depends on how thirsty you are.  Look, it’s not my fault.  It’s the Mad 
Master, I am not responsible for— 
 
  MARTY 
Of course you are.  It’s your responsibility if you get caught for eternity 
having bad sex! 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t think no sex is the braver choice, remember? 
 
  MARTY 
It’s not even a choice, it’s obvious.  So you have sex with a man.  So you 
make something that feels great and doesn’t matter, doesn’t last— 
 
  CARSON 
It never lasts, Marty, it’s a thing you have to do over, and over, and over 
again.  Perhaps you’ve noticed.  It’s a thing that does not stay done.  Oddly 
enough, it is a thing that the better it is, the more often it has to be done 
over again.  It always comes undone.  Whereas bad sex—the effects of bad 
sex last a lifetime.  
 
It never lasts, especially when it matters.   
 
  MARTY 
 (Pause) 
When the time comes, and it’s not enough for you—when the time comes, 
what are you going to do?  After you’ve missed all your chances.  All the ways 
you could have built a life?  What are you going to do then? 
 
  CARSON 
I’ll cross that bridge when I come to it. 
 
  MARTY 
It’s here, Carson.  Right here, in front of you.  It’s time to cross. 
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  CARSON 
How do you know?  The conservative estimates say— 
 
  MARTY 
You’ll be alone. 
 
  CARSON 
I’m alone now. 
 
  MARTY 
No, of course you’re not.  You’ve got your huge libido, using up all the air, 
crowding everything else out of the room.  You’ve got the biggest Mad 
Master that ever--Oh, my Lord, I almost forgot, here— 
 (She pulls out a wrapped package.) 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, Marty—you shouldn’t have-- 
 
  MARTY 
Hey, it’s not everyday somebody gets a new job, is it?  Whole industries 
crashing down around our heads, there are what—three new jobs in the 
entire metropolitan area this month, and you got one of them?  
 (Carson opens the box.) 
 
  CARSON 
What is it? 
 (She takes out a foot-tall statue of that resembles a snake,  
 in some magical representation of a power type symbol, not  
 recognizable as belonging to any known religious tradition.) 
 
  MARTY 
Look on the bottom.  There’s an inscription. 
 
  CARSON 
 (Reading) 
Genuine, Guaranteed Anti-Mad Master—Marty-- 
 
  MARTY 
It’s to put on your new desk. 
 
  CARSON 
I will not!  What if it works?  I don’t want to be anywhere near the thing!!!! 
 
  MARTY 
Don’t be ridiculous, not anti your Mad Master.  It’d have to be 3 times that 
size for yours.  It’s anti everybody else’s.  I know what you’re like at work, 
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you’ll get there, you’ll see something tasty sitting at the next desk…you just 
aim this at that tasty morsel and then you’ve got an even shot at getting your 
work done. 
 (The check arrives, she puts money down on the table.) 
 
  CARSON 
Oh.  It’s directional.  Well, why didn’t you say so.  
 (She swings it around.) 
 
  MARTY 
I spent all Saturday in one of those horrible pottery places with mothers 
glazing teddy bear cookie jars and lying to their crying children about—well, 
everything.  So don’t break it.   
 
  CARSON 
Wow.  Thanks.  It’s fantastic.  I can’t wait to test it.  
 
  MARTY 
 (Pushing it away when Carson aims it at her.) 
Thank you, no, I may hate the Mad Master, but I still need it. 
 
  CARSON 
You don’t hate it. 
 
  MARTY 
I hate yours.  It’s got you so busy getting now, you never have a chance to 
figure out what you really want from someone— 
 
  CARSON 
That’s not true— 
 
  MARTY 
Oh, please of course it is, your now stories, listening to them, they’re like 
second hand smoke.   
 
  CARSON 
No, it’s not—Marty, I can tell you now—about my now stories, they— 
 
  MARTY 
Last week you told one had me just about running down the street ripping 
my clothes off ready to grab the first I mean any man I saw. 
  
  CARSON 
I know the stories make it sound like I’m getting some really first rate now, 
I know I make it sound like that, but the truth is-- 
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  MARTY 
The truth?  Who cares about the truth?  The truth is that everybody’s 
desperate.  Even the most conservative estimates don’t give us a lot of time.  
Reptilian brain melting, mammalian brain starting to smoke and stutter and 
everywhere you turn, everybody trying to position themselves for the 
moment, trying to stuff themselves full of the right kind of now, hoping god 
or fate or the Mad Master helps them time it right. 

 
  CARSON 
Too bad I didn’t manage to get what I needed from him while he was still 
mine.   
 
  MARTY 
What do you mean, too bad, the Mad Master is your eternal date to the 
endless prom night of your life. 
 
  CARSON 
Not any more. 
 
  MARTY 
What are you talking about, Carson?   
 
  CARSON 
I’m saying I have not once in the last ten years had a single breath.  Taste.  
Or touch.  Of now.  I’ve been lying.  Every Thursday.  I walk in that door 
and I lie. 
 
  MARTY 
Maybe—maybe you’ve been exaggerating, okay, we figured they couldn’t all 
be 100 percent true, that Now Story you told us last week about your ex-
husband’s stepson—I mean, it was right out of Greek myth or something, 
there was no way—that business with the water—and the tree—and the---
but so what—so maybe it was 80% true, or only 75%-- 
 
  CARSON 
100% lie, Marty.  100% Greek Myth, 101.  I don’t just lie.  I steal, too. 
 
  MARTY 
I don’t believe you.   
 
  CARSON 
Oh, you’d rather think I’m doing hateful self-hating things, right?  
 
  MARTY 
That’s not fair. 
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  CARSON 
What do the billboards say?  Nothing’s fair.  Get over it. 

 
  MARTY 
No.  It’s not possible.  Ever since I met you, you’re worn your sex drive on 
your sleeve.  Your sex drive is your best friend, your soul mate, your reason 
for living— 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, what do you know.  You’ve been married since you were 19, it’s different 
for you. 
 
  MARTY 
Yes, it’s different, it’s like one-tenth, one-twentieth of my life, but sex is 
99% of yours. 
 
  CARSON 
Yes.  Imagine what it’s been like.  Imagine what it’s been like living 10 years 
at 1%. 

 
  MARTY 
Oh, Carson.  I’m sorry--  
 
  CARSON 
It’s okay.  I can’t imagine it either.  I don’t even have the courage to imagine 
what that would be like.  Which is not surprising.  It all happened because I 
didn’t have enough courage in the first place.  
 
Ten years ago I had a job.  A good job.  It was about the future.  Remember 
the future?  Well, I came up with this idea about the future, and this idea 
was one of the last great ideas anybody ever had about that. 
 
So.  To work on this great idea, an idea which would, I should say, have 
made my name, and guaranteed that a lot of happiness would be mine, to 
make my idea work, I needed a delivery system designer who understood the 
math, who truly understood it.   So I made a short list of people who 
understood it, and it turned out only one of them was free.  A man, as it 
turned out, the perfect man for the job.  But my boss, her name was Carole, 
Carole also had a list.  She called her list her OMDB list.  Her Over My 
Dead Body list.  The truth was it should have been called her OMBD list—
her Over My Big Desk list—because that’s where Carole liked to do it.  Only 
once she did it, whoever she did it with never worked in her department 
again.  Because Carole was married to the nicest guy in the world, and after 
she’d slept—or should I say, desked a guy—well, that was it.  That guy was 
history.  
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And I became history too.  Carole lay down on her desk in the high end 
halogen light of her corner window world, and pushed and shoved her way 
into another place.  Where she came into the blinding light with her little 
bag of flesh quivering and shaking and singing.  And all the math in the 
world can’t help me.  Can’t create an equation that doesn’t zero out every 
single hope and dream I had. 
 
  MARTY 
I don’t understand. 
 
  CARSON 
What?  What don’t you understand? 
 
  MARTY 
Why for 10 years you haven’t had the courage to try to get some now.  
 
  CARSON 
I used it all up.  I was on a cliff, a precipice, my future was crumbling out 
from under me.  There in front of me was a bridge—the bridge that would 
carry me and my dreams into my shiny new life, it was this bridge or no 
bridge, this bridge, or nothing.  The next everything was a step on this 
bridge, there was no other next, period.  I couldn’t stand there and not take 
that step. 

 (She drinks.) 
I took the step.  It wasn’t smart, but I thought it was brave, which should 
have been the tipoff—I had no clue what brave was supposed to be.  I bit 
the bullet and worked with someone who wasn’t on either of our lists.  
Someone who did not understand the math.  I became the laughing stock of 
the entire industry.  The courage to get some now--I didn’t have the courage 
comb my hair for a month.  A year before I could bear to look in a mirror.  
Took me a year to scrape enough together to leave the house.  It’s taken me 
ten years to come up with another idea.  To fight my way back.  But I’m 
back.  I’ve got a job.  The last job, by the way, in the western world.  You 
should be glad.  You’ll never have to listen to another Now Story again. 
 
  MARTY 
Carson, I didn’t mean I hated the stories— 
 
  CARSON 
That’s not what I meant.  I had to tell them before.  But now I’ve got the 
new job.  So I don’t have to.  
 (Holding the anti-Mad Master.) 
I wish to hell I’d had this back then.  I could have beat Carole’s head in with 
it. 
 
  MARTY 
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You still hate her that much? 
 
  CARSON 
Hating Carole gives me comfort.  We don’t get to choose our bedrock truth, 
you know.  We don’t get to choose.  This is what I’ve got.  This is what gives 
me comfort.  This is what gives me hope. 
 
  MARTY 
The billboards say get over it.  The billboards say— 
 
  CARSON 
Fuck the billboards.  I’m hanging on to it.   
   
  MARTY 
Maybe if they adjusted your levels— 
 
  CARSON 
My levels?  Are you serious? 
 
  MARTY 
What am I saying.  Like anyone would hire you if your levels weren’t first 
rate.  
 
  CARSON 
My levels are a fucking work of art.   
 
  MARTY 
I just don’t see how it’s possible, with legal levels, for you to hang on to the 
past like this. 
 
  CARSON 
That’s where the art comes in. 
 
  MARTY 
 (Laughing) 
You know, Lisa’s been telling me for years you were ripping your levels—she 
said—oh, it is funny—she said nobody with legal levels would have the 
energy, let alone the faith to get all the now you do—turns out she was right, 
of course, she was wrong, too—too bad you can’t jimmy with her levels too. 

 
  CARSON 
Don’t you think I’ve tried? 

 
  MARTY 
That’s a felony, Carson. 
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  CARSON 
Like I said, that’s where the art comes in.  But she’s getting worse. Only the 
now stories help. 
 
  MARTY 
They even help me.  They shouldn’t, I know better, but they always do.  
 
  CARSON 
No, I mean they really help her.  She stabilizes, sometimes even gets better.  
If I don’t tell a story on Thursday, she starts to slip. 
 
  MARTY 
Wow. 
 
  CARSON 
Wow is right. 
 
  MARTY 
Then I guess I’ll be hearing your now stories till the end of time. 
 
  CARSON 
What? 
 
  MARTY 
You know what?  I love them, I admit it, almost as much as Lisa does.  
Sometimes I think they’re all she’s got. 
 
  CARSON 
But I—I have to stop-- 
 
  MARTY 
Why?   
 
  CARSON 
It’s—it’s complicated. 
 (Beat) 
I don’t need them anymore, 
 
  MARTY 
But Lisa does. 
 
  CARSON 
I can’t, Marty, I-- 
 
  MARTY 
Then just pretend you need them, you know how to pretend. 
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  CARSON 
I can’t. 
 
  MARTY 
You can’t what? 
 
  CARSON 
You don’t understand.   
 
  MARTY 
No.  I don’t. 
 
  CARSON 
 (Pause) 
Well.  I better get going. 
 
  MARTY 
Yeah, big day tomorrow.  Are you nervous? 
 
  CARSON 
About what? 
 
  MARTY 
Your new job. 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, the job.   
 (Pause.) 
No. 
 (Lights slam down on the restaurant. 
 
 Lights up, the hallway at Carson’s new job. 
 
 Carson takes a step into the hallway, with the box still under her  
 arm.  Stevens is there, he is showing her around.) 
 
  STEVENS* 
You don’t know how pleased we are to have you come on board with us. 
 
  CARSON 
Thanks, me too. 
 
  STEVENS 
Your idea is brilliant—it’s the first new idea I’ve seen come across my desk 
in months, and the delivery system is genius. 
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  CARSON 
If it works.  
 
  STEVENS 
Well, we can’t cross that bridge till we come to it, can we?    
 
  CARSON 
And we can’t come to it till it comes to us.  
 
  STEVENS 
Well, when it does, I’m here to make sure your project is ready. 
 
  CARSON 
I got a little worried that the data that—what’s his name, Larry? came in 
with at the meeting, that women were too busy already to— 
 
  STEVENS 
Prophet of doom, Cassandra, that’s what he is.  There’s one in every group.  
Black clouds, that’s all they see— 
 
  CARSON 
But if he’s right, if women really are so busy that-- 
 
  STEVENS 
Beauty, that was the hook right?   
 
  CARSON 
Yes, but— 
 
  STEVENS 
Genius.  Pure genius.  After all, didn’t Einstein say “If a solution to a 
problem isn’t beautiful, it isn’t right”?   
 
  CARSON 
Yes, but the problem is that beauty itself is a problem. 
 
  STEVENS 
It is?   
 
  CARSON 
On a design level, I mean. 

 
  STEVENS 
Well, that’s for you scientists to work out.  The important thing to us—on a 
marketing level, that is—is that women love beauty.  That’s an eternal thing.  
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It hasn’t changed.  What beauty is, may change, I don’t know, that’s not my 
field, but the attraction to it, the desire to have it—that’s immortal. That’s 
immutable.  Like the stars.  I mean, say the sky is falling.  A woman’s out 
driving and the sky starts to fall. What does she do?  She checks her lipstick 
in the rearview mirror.  Bedrock truth, Carson.  That’s what beauty is. 
 
  CARSON 
But Larry had a point.  They’re busy worrying about other things, and-- 
 
  STEVENS   
If women were not too busy for Martha Stewart before, then they won’t be 
too busy for this.  Look how busy we all were before—talk about the sky 
falling, it was falling all the time, remember, over the tiniest things.  Did 
women really have the time to make painted egg placecards and pleated 
pastry and stone washed caviar canapés?  Not an instant.  Did that stop ‘em?  
Nope.  They couldn’t help themselves.   
 
  CARSON 
 (Sighs) 
Martha Stewart.  You know, I miss her. 
 
  STEVENS 
My wife was obsessed with her.  The last Thanksgiving, I just always think of 
them, these molds, turkey molds, she put the pate in the shape of turkeys.  
Thanksgiving was always my favorite holiday, Christmas was too much work, 
too much anxiety, she would always be, well, not so much herself by 
Christmas, but Thanksgiving, you know, at Thanksgiving, the air, getting 
clear and cold, and it always felt like this year, everything was going to be 
better, everything was going to be right this time, you know, I sometimes 
think if I could just get in a time machine, if I had just one trip back in time, 
that last Thanksgiving is the day I’d go back to, to those turkey-shaped 
pates, I helped her unmold them, ran them under the warm water, in the 
sink, just 10 seconds honey, no more or they’ll melt, I was standing there, 
next to her, at the sink, our hands, the warm water, and the table, set, she 
was so proud of that table… 
 (Pause.  Painful smile.) 
 
  CARSON 
Yes, who knew we’d all be nostalgic for any of that nonsense.   
 
  STEVENS 
Who knew? 
 
  CARSON 
For all of that nonsense.  Who knew. 
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  STEVENS 
 (Nervous laugh.) 
Well.  Maybe you’ll invent a time machine next.   
 
  CARSON 
 (Changing the subject.) 
Didn’t I hear that the team up in Marshall Morgan’s department is working 
on a time travel game?  Time Plus 7 I think it’s called. 
 
  STEVENS 
No, no, I meant—a real one—I--I heard that 10 years ago, when you were a--
I mean, of course, you’re still a real scientist, now, you’re just—but I heard 
that your team was going to—there was a chance that you were going to 
come up with a real time travel drug. 
 
  CARSON 
 (Beat) 
The rumors were wrong.   
 
  STEVENS 
But weren’t you trying?  Wasn’t that your big idea? 
 
  CARSON 
It was never real, Stevens.  It was a pharmaceutical game system.  If you 
sequenced your doses properly—and it wasn’t easy, it was split second 
timing, that’s fair, in a game about time, right? but if you did it just right it 
would make the past or the future seem real.  At least, that was the design.  
We never made it to the prototype stage. 
 
  STEVENS 
You know, the game drug they’re working on upstairs, Time Plus 7—it only 
goes to the future.  They say it’s because of the permits—that they’d never 
be able to get the FDA permits to go to the past, but I don’t think that’s 
fair.  
 
  CARSON 
You know what the billboards say— 
 
  STEVENS 
I don’t care about the billboards.  I don’t care if it’s just a game.  It shouldn’t 
be against the law to go back. 
 
  CARSON 
Listen.  This might help you understand.   See, whenever I think about going 
back—and I do, everybody does—this is what I think about.   
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Say you could go back to that Thanksgiving, those turkey molds, that sink.  
How many times a day do you go there now, in your mind?   10 times, on 
average?  Okay.  10 times a day.  For the past 10 years, 10 times a day.  Think 
about it.  You wouldn’t be able to get within a mile of that sink—that 
kitchen would be 10,000 deep with you.  Okay?  You see what I’m saying?  
At first, you’d go in disguise, you’d pretend to be Uncle Ted, Uncle Harry, 
Uncle Dick, then you’d be the gas man, the milkman, the man from water 
and light—but then you’d give up the disguises.  Oh, you’d swear to yourself, 
no, I won’t go back there again, I won’t.  But you would.  Again and again.  
The sink would get impossible, so you’d go back to your wedding, your first 
date, your first kiss.  You’d take the tour.  Over and over, that’s what you’d 
take.  And pretty soon, there’d be all your happiness—all your firstrate 
remembered nows—only now they’d be filled with you, remembering, going 
back, over and over again—all those nows, the nows you built your life on, 
only now you’d see the future, crowding into the now, ripping the bottom 
out of it.   
 
Pretty soon there’d be no now left.   
 
  STEVENS 
Okay.  I see your point. 
 
  CARSON 
That’s why it’s a good thing time travel’s just a rumor.  A dream.  A fantasy.   

 
  STEVENS 
Not that the phone isn’t a goddamn miracle to an aborigine, of course.  You 
know, I heard they vanished.  The entire aborigine population of Australia 
vanished sometime during the night.  Gone.  Without a trace.  They say they 
walked into dreamtime.  Do you believe in dreamtime? 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t know.  I’d like to.  But Stevens, these fantasies about time travel, you 
can’t give into them, it’s not healthy.  
 
  STEVENS 
I know, I know.  But—thanks.  Thanks for listening.  I mean it.  It helps. 
 
  CARSON 
Well, nothing helps, but you get used to it. 
 
  STEVENS 
Yes, you get used to nothing helping.   
 
  CARSON 
Right.  So.  You were going to show me my office? 
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  STEVENS 
Your office, Jesus, yes.  And I was supposed to stop by your project manager 
before I—oh good, we’re right there— 
 (He opens the door. 
 
 Lights up on an office.  A corner office.  A high-end halogen  
 light.  Above a big desk.  A woman sitting behind it.) 
 
  CAROLE* 
 (She looks up.  Lights up a smile.) 
Carson! 
 (Stevens vanishes.  The hall vanishes.  Time stops. 
 
 If possible, Carole and her desk and her windows and her  
 intense blue-white halogen light move toward Carson in a  
 nightmarish way. 
 
 If not, Carson takes a hesitant step into the office, as if being 
 pulled inexorably to her doom.) 
 
  CARSON 
Carole? 
 
  CAROLE 
What do you think?  Do you think the universe is running out of 
possibilities?  Or is it falling in love with coincidence?  Which one.  Which 
one. 
 
  CARSON 
I—I— 
 
  CAROLE 
That’s the problem.  Here you are.  Here I am.  What does it mean?  Yes, 
sure, we used to sing it’s a small world, after all, but that was just marketing, 
wasn’t it?  It’s not a small world after all at all.  Is it?  Is it?  No.   
 
  CARSON 
What—what— 
 
  CAROLE 
Because a small world—would be a kind world, wouldn’t it?  Jesus, it’s good 
to see you—better than I thought it would be—I know, because I ran the 
numbers earlier today, actually got an algorithm on how good it would be 
seeing you again—-- 
 (She makes a slight show of looking on her desk, then shrugs.) 
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---it’s here somewhere.  Hell.  That’s the problem with a big desk like this.  
Things get lost. 
 (She comes from around her desk, her arms outstretched.) 
 
  CARSON 
You’re my project manager… 
 
  CAROLE 
Yes.   
 
  CARSON 
You’re my boss again… 
 
  CAROLE 
My guess is it’s not coincidence, per se, that’s brought us here together, in 
the planet’s waning days, but-- 
 (Giving Carson a hearty hug.) 
--pattern exhaustion, Carson.  That’s what I’m assuming it is.  I haven’t 
done the math yet, who has that kind of computer time?  Not me.  Pattern 
exhaustion.  Bound to get worse, getting worse, so that’s the way it’s bound 
to get.   
 
  CARSON 
No.  It can’t be.  It isn’t happening.   The desk. 
 (She grabs Carole.) 
Whoever you are—get me to a hospital.  I am in trouble.  Here is my disc— 
 (She pulls out a small disc on a chain around her neck.) 
It’s got all my levels, current meds— 
 
  CAROLE 
 (Shaking her head, laughing.) 
Relax, Carson, relax.  Haven’t you heard a word I’ve said?  It’s true, you do 
appear to have stepped in the same river twice.  River, cesspool—who’s to 
say?  And the desk—I practically upped my dosage when I walked in here 
and saw it, let me tell you.  Freaky.  But coincidence is not a violation of any 
law of nature, church, or state—yet, anyway. 
 (Carole runs her hands over the desk.)   
Amazing, isn’t it.  Amazing.  I mean, what are the odds of this?  What?  My 
coming to work here, and they give me an exact duplicate of my old desk?  
Astronomical.  
 
  CARSON 
It’s really you. 
 
  CAROLE 
Not only that, it’s really you.  Carson—good to see you.  You look great.  
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  CARSON 
 (Pause) 
So do—you. 
 
  CAROLE 
We’ve got three months. 
 
  CARSON 
Three months?  We’ll never get a prototype up in time— 
 
  CAROLE 
Not the prototype.  They want it on the shelves.  New projected time line 
just in from the feds.  
 
  CARSON 
But it’s still just in the idea phase-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Ideas are what you’re good at.  Right? 
 
  CARSON 
It’s too fast.   
 
  CAROLE 
That’s the speed of how it happens now, Carson.  Markets, business 
changing faster and faster without the drag of things, the drag of days and all 
their things piled up, waiting to happen.  Nothing weighs anything for sure.  
Can’t count on anything to tie you down or slow your fall. 
 
We’re in freefall now, Carson.  That’s the now we’re in.  Freefall.  
 
  CARSON 
I can’t do it. 
 
  CAROLE 
Of course you can. 
 
  CARSON 
No one can do it. 
 
  CAROLE 
You can pick your delivery system designer, anyone you want- 
 
  CARSON 
That’s what you said last time! 
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  CAROLE 
Ah, yes.  Last time.  And then what happened?  Refresh my memory, I have 
a civic responsibility, after all, not to dwell in the past. 
 (Pause) 
I’m not a moron.  I may go to bed dreaming that it’s all the way it was, just 
like everybody else with half a brain and a med dose low enough to 
remember their own name, but that doesn’t mean I don’t know. 
 
There was a small personnel problem.  You didn’t deliver the goods.  You 
got fired.  Get over it. 
 
  CARSON 
No, it was your fault, it was your— 
 
  CAROLE 
Get over it.   
 
  CARSON 
I don’t want to! 
 
  CAROLE 
Everybody has to get over everything now, Carson.  It’s the law.  
 (Carson gets up to go, she drops the box, the statue spills out of 
 it, rolling over to Carole’s feet.  She stoops to pick it up.) 
What in the world— 
 (She starts to pick it up, then pulls her hand back.) 
Ow. 
 
  CARSON 
What— 
 
  CAROLE 
What is it?  It looks like some kind of snake.  Ugly fucking snake.  It bit me. 
 
  CARSON 
Don’t be ridiculous, you cut yourself, that’s all-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Look.  Look!  Here are the puncture wounds. 
 (Carole is bleeding freely.  Carson is stunned.  Carole sways, then 
 falls to her knees, grasping her bleeding hand.) 
 
  CARSON 
I’ll call 911-- 
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  CAROLE 
It’s not every day a miracle happens, is it?  The last snake on the planet dies 
on Monday, and on Friday, I get bit by one.   
 (Carson picks up the phone.) 
No, this is definitely a now I had not anticipated.  Carson, what are you 
doing? 
 
  CARSON 
Calling 911— 
 
  CAROLE 
You are such a little fear based mouse.  With your little fear based habits.  
There hasn’t been a 911 since February, remember?  Don’t you read the 
billboards?  Now we are all each other’s 911. 
 (Carson puts down the phone.) 
Yeah, you’re not what I had in mind for that role either.  Go on.  Scurry 
away, little mouse.  I prefer to bleed to death, or die from the viper’s kiss, 
alone. 
 
  CARSON 
What an ass you’ve turned into. 
 
  CAROLE 
Have I?  Have I really? 
 
  CARSON 
No.  You were always an ass. 
 
  CAROLE 
Lucky you.  You’ve found actual bedrock past to hang on to.  Lucky, lucky 
you.   
 (Lights slam down on Carole at her desk.  Carson takes a step.) 
 
  LISA* 
 (Lights up on the bar at the restaurant where they met before.   
 It is a bar just marginally more futuristic than they are now.   
 Marty and Lisa are there.  Carson takes another step, and sits  
 down with them.)  
Here’s the thing that’s got me stumped.  If sex is so great, why hasn’t it 
made this country greater?  I mean think of all the sex we’ve had. We’ve 
been having and having and having it, we have more sexual access to each 
other than any other civilized—and I use the term loosely—nation on earth.  
Our children are now sexually active almost from birth.  Does it make us 
more compassionate?  No.  Does it make us, as a people, more—interesting?  
Self-reflective?  Better girl scouts, better politicians, better at chess, 
gardening, structural engineering, or, and this is the sore spot as far as I’m 
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concerned—better at sex?  No.  Sex, the sex everybody is having, in real life 
now, in celluloid now, and in data bit stream now—none of it even makes us 
better at sex.  Which should be the least of its consequences, don’t you 
think, huh?  Even if it doesn’t give us a more robust relationship with our 
community, our nation, our god. 
 
  MARTY 
If sex made people better human beings, do you seriously believe things 
would be the way they are? 
 
  LISA 
That’s what I’m saying, it’s not that great.  Why didn’t it change the air, the 
atmosphere, the kindness available.  Why didn’t it make us all better people 
who could change the world.  Why didn’t it at least make better television.  
Those writers, those story editors, they had a lot of sex, god, I knew the 
story editor of that show, what was it called, you know the one, the one on 
Monday nights we used to watch, yeah, that one, well that guy had the 
biggest dick I ever saw, and that show was not that good.  I mean, 
proportionally, you know. 
 
  MARTY 
Better television and social engineering is not what sex is for.  We are what 
sex is for.  We are the point.  Of sex.  And the problem is that we, the point, 
the end product, are trying to become the user, are trying to use it like a tool 
to build other things.  It’s like a snake trying to eat its tail.  Amusing to 
watch, for awhile, but ultimately depressing.  
 
  LISA 
It should still make us better people. 
  
  CARSON 
There isn’t enough sex on this planet to turn Carole into a better human 
being.  She has beta tested that theory, let me tell you.   
 
  MARTY 
You gotta let go of this Carole thing, Carson.  The important thing is, it’s a 
new job.   
 
  CARSON 
No, it’s not, it’s a new job at all, as it turns out.  It’s my old job.  I got my old 
job back. 
 (She slams her drink down on the bar in angry despair.) 

 
  MARTY 
So, what’s the name of your project, anyway. 
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  CARSON 
Doesn’t have one yet.  This guy Stevens in marketing’s in charge of that. 
 
  MARTY 
And the delivery system? 
 
  CARSON 
Inhaled.  Targeted for frontal lobes via the higher nasal cavity membranes.  
Probably need a small one-time propellant charge.   
 
  MARTY 
What’s the time line on it? 
 
  CARSON 
Three months. 
 
  LISA 
Gonna be tight.  I heard on the news last night that-- 
 
  MARTY 
You have got to stop watching the news, Lisa!  It’s years away.  Years. 
 
  LISA 
Some things are true!  Some things you hear on the news are true.  They have 
to be!  It’s statistically impossible that it’s all false.   
 
  CARSON 
God, I didn’t think it was possible.  To hate Carole more. 
 
  LISA 
Good.  That’s good.  Not many people get a second chance like this.  To 
hate someone they hate more.  Or is this what marriage is for?  I forget. 

 
  CARSON 
What am I going to do? 
 
  MARTY 
You’re going to face it.  Carole is your boss again.  It’s bad luck, but— 
 
  CARSON 
It’s worse than bad luck. 
 
  LISA 
How can it be worse than bad luck? 
 
  CARSON 
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I’m pretty sure it’s fate.   
 

  LISA 
How is that different from bad luck? 
 
  CARSON 
I’m going to quit.  
 
  MARTY 
You can’t quit! 
 
  CARSON 
Are you nuts?  I can’t work for her! 
 
  LISA 
You can’t quit! 
 
  CARSON 
I got this job, I can get another.   
 
  MARTY 
There are no jobs now, Carson.  This is the all new and improved NO JOBS 
now.  This job is your one chance—you can’t throw it away. 
 
  CARSON 
I’ll get another one.  My idea is good.  It’s solid.  As ideas go, it’s 24 carat 
solid gold.   
 
  MARTY 
For five minutes.  That’s how long an idea is solid these days.   
 
  LISA 
But what if your idea really works?  What if it’s the one that saves us? 

 
  MARTY 
And even if it doesn’t work--you seriously think you can come up with 
another idea half as good as this one? 
 
  CARSON 
Sure.  Why not? 
 
  MARTY 
Took you 10 years to come up with this one. 
 
  CARSON 
I can come up with a new one! 
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  LISA 
How? You know what I heard on the news?   
 
  CARSON 
You have no business listening to the news, Lisa. 
 
  LISA 
I heard it may be too late already.  That yesterday we passed some kind of 
boundary—a horizon, and the effect of what’s happening, is accelerating the 
pattern exhaustion to the point where we can’t ever have a new idea again—
we can rework things, yes, we can come up with new combinations of old 
things, but a new idea—it just won’t be possible.  All the china’s made, they 
said.  Like in the archeological digs, where they used to dig down, and the 
lower they go, the newer the designs get, the fresher and more original they 
get, but when they stack them all up, top to bottom, oldest to new—the 
ones on top—the china that was made right before the civilization 
crumbled, and civilizations always do—they’re not new anymore.  They’ve 
used everything up already, their civilizations have used all their newness up, 
all their patterns, they’ve exhausted them, and all they do, at the end is 
repeat, rework, rephrase.  And that’s where we are now.   
 
  MARTY 
Why are we talking about this? 
 (Very upset) 
We aren’t supposed to talk about it.  We agreed.  WE DON’T TALK 
ABOUT IT.  One day a week.  Every Thursday.  The three of us pretend.  
We meet and we pretend that everything is like it was and like it was going 
to be.  
 
  CARSON 
Right.  We pretend.  And it helps us hang on, so that when it happens-- 
 
  LISA 
Nobody’s going to be able to hang on that long! 
 
  MARTY 
You don’t know that— 
 
  LISA 
I do know it!  I watched the news!  They showed the math! 
  
  MARTY 
You still have to try.  You have to try to hang on and keep it mattering.  
 
  LISA 
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I am trying, I am.  But I can’t help knowing better can I?   
 
  CARSON 
Which is the same as not trying.   I mean, you call what you’re doing with 
Mark trying? 
 
  LISA 
That’s different.  And I am still trying, I am-- 
 
  CARSON 
One bad phone call, and— 
 
  LISA 
It wasn’t one bad phone call, it was—the end of the world, that phone call--  
 
  CARSON 
He loves you. 

 
  MARTY 
It wasn’t his fault he couldn’t keep the sex mattering— 
 
  CARSON 
He was just doing what a man does when the sex falls apart, to keep both of 
you sane-- 
 
  LISA 
Well maybe I don’t want to be one of the sane ones, okay?  Maybe it’s just 
fine with me not to be. 
 
  MARTY 
What did I tell you, Lisa?  What did I tell you would happen, if you kept 
talking like this? 
 
  LISA 
So what, take me to the doctor again, up my dose, now me out.  Plant me in 
the present tense with meat hooks on a fucking cross.  What difference does 
it make?  What difference?   
 
  MARTY 
It matters.  To me.  To Carson and me— 
  
  LISA 
Just so you won’t be alone!  You want me hang on just so you won’t be alone.   
 
  MARTY 
I’m not the one who’s alone, Lisa. 
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 (Pause) 
Oh, shit, I’m sorry— 
 
  LISA 
No, no, you’re right.  Your husband didn’t leave you.  You’re not alone.  Silly 
thing for me to say. 
 
  MARTY 
The truth?  You want the truth? 
 
  LISA 
Yes.  That would be nice for a change. 
 
  MARTY 
The truth is that Carson’s self-destructing like a roman candle and you won’t 
make it all the way.  But it still matters to me.  It matters.   
 
  LISA 
You really—really think I won’t make it?  Even if I really tried?  
 
  MARTY 
 (She shakes her head sadly, no, and strokes Lisa’s hair.) 
I’m sorry. 
 
  LISA 
I’m trying now, you know? 
 
  MARTY 
I know. 
 
  LISA 
It’s just so hard to know how hard to try.  I mean, if I knew—if I knew how 
long this now will last, if I knew, nobody knows, nobody knows, so 
nobody—nobody— 
 (She’s starting to spiral into a crying jag.) 
 
  MARTY 
I know, sweetheart, I know. 
  
  LISA 
I’m trying to be brave, Marty.  I’m trying to hard.   
 
  MARTY 
It’s not your fault.  Nobody knows.  Nobody knows how long this now will 
last.  
 (Lights fade on the bar.) 
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  CAROLE* 
 (Lights up on Carole, sitting at her desk, as lights fade on the bar. 
 The Anti-Mad Master is sitting on her desk. 
 
 There is a soft knock at the door.  Carole gets up, opens the  
 door.  Mac is standing, leaning into the doorway.) 
There you are, I was wondering. 
 
  MAC 
What were you wondering. 
 
  CAROLE 
Why you didn’t come in and say hello. 
 
  MAC 
I’ve never been down here before. 
 
  CAROLE 
That wasn’t you last week, dropping Carson off? 
 
  MAC 
Who’s Carson? 
 
  CAROLE 
I guess not.  Chalk it up to pattern exhaustion.  Men starting to look alike, 
more and more alike every day.   
 
  MAC 
I don’t even work on this floor. 
 
  CAROLE 
Is that so?   
 
  MAC 
I work upstairs.  In The Future. 
 
  CAROLE 
Right, right. 
 
  MAC 
I don’t work in your division. 
 
  CAROLE 
Better and better.  How’s that going, anyway?  The Future. 
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  MAC 
We’re calling it The Future Plus 7, now. 
 
  CAROLE 
Plus 7 what? 
 
  MAC 
That’s the good part. 
 
  CAROLE 
Oh? 
 
  MAC 
The Future Plus 7 of anything you want. 
 
  CAROLE 
And the catch? 
 
  MAC 
Sometimes—people get kinda surprised by what they want. 
 
  CAROLE 
And then they have to have it 7 times? 
 
  MAC 
Exactly. 
 
  CAROLE 
I like it. 
 
  MAC 
It’s going to be very popular.   
 
  CAROLE 
I’m glad to hear it.  And your contributions are, I assume— 
 
  MAC 
Vital. 
 
  CAROLE 
Vital.  How much longer are we going to keep dancing around like this?  
 
  MAC 
Whatever you like.  You’re the boss. 
 
  CAROLE 
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But not your boss. 
 
  MAC 
We’ve established that. 
 
  CAROLE 
Yes. 
 
  MAC 
A good thing too. I’ve heard about you. 
 
  CAROLE 
Have you? 
 
  MAC 
Yep. 
 
  CAROLE 
Amazing.  And I just started here last month. 
 
  MAC 
News travels. 
 
  CAROLE 
It’s not exactly news. 
 
  MAC 
Oh, you’re news all right. 
 (He pushes the door to her office open a little wider, looks  
 inside.) 
Or, rather, a woman who brings her own desk with her—that’s news. 
 (They go into her office.) 
I heard they almost had to cut it to fit it in the freight elevator. 
 
  CAROLE 
It’s a small freight elevator. 
 
  MAC 
It’s a big desk. 
 (He turns up the halogen lamp over the desk.  The intense  
 bluewhiteness burns more brightly.) 
 
  CAROLE 
What are you doing? 
 
  MAC 
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I like it bright. 
 
  CAROLE 
So do I. 
 
  MAC 
All right. 
 (Carole kisses him.  He starts to take his pants off.) 
 
  CAROLE 
You’re awfully easy. 
 
  MAC 
I never say no to a little now. 
 
  CAROLE 
Why should you?  You’d be a fool to say no. 
 
  MAC 
Yeah.  That’s what I heard.  The second this desk came into the building—
that’s what we heard.  First rate now.  Guaranteed. 
 (He kisses her.  Lifts her up on the desk.  Kisses her again.) 
I didn’t think you’d be so pretty. 
 
  CAROLE 
Do I look like the kind of woman who would make that mistake?  The 
mistake of using her beauty up? 
 
  MAC 
No, hey, I was just thinking— 
 
  CAROLE 
Maybe you’d better stop thinking. 
 
  MAC 
Yeah.  Maybe I’d better. 
 (He lies down on top of her.  Just after the first second of  
 sex, Carole pushes him off.) 
 
  CAROLE 
No.   
 
  MAC 
What? 
 
  CAROLE 
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 (Confused.) 
I--Just— 
 
  MAC 
Sorry, did it hurt? 
 
  CAROLE 
No, I like it quick.  That’s the way I like it, I just-- 
 
  MAC 
It felt—you felt—ready, but-- 
 
  CAROLE 
It’s not that-- 
 
  MAC 
I can, you know— 
 (He puts one hand up under her skirt, the other, on her  
 shoulder, to hold her still against the thrusts of his hand.) 
--get you--sweetheart, you feel just fine.  You—feel— 
 (Very aroused, he pushes her back and climbs on top of her,  
 enters her again.) 
--just fine. 
 
  CAROLE 
 (Softly.  Amazed.) 
No.  
 (He ignores her.) 
No. 
 
  MAC 
What? 
   
  CAROLE 
 (She is frightened.) 
Stop it. 
 (She pushes him off her again.  She slides off the desk.) 
Get dressed. 
 
  MAC 
What? 
 
  CAROLE 
I said, get dressed— 
 (She picks up his pants, throws them at him.) 
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  MAC 
Jesus—all right, I’ll get dressed.  Jesus. 
 
  CAROLE 
And don’t say a word about this to anyone. 
 
  MAC 
Or what, you’ll have be fired? 
 
  CAROLE 
I can you know. 
 
  MAC 
You can’t, you’re not my boss and— 
 
  CAROLE 
 (She slaps him.) 
You think I can’t? 
 (She slaps him again.) 
You think I won’t? 
 (She slaps him again.)   
 
  MAC 
I think you’re nuts, that’s what I think.  No, I’m nuts.  Coming up here—
Jesus, what was I thinking— 
 
  CAROLE 
You were thinking what I was thinking.  Until a minute ago.  Oh my god, do 
you think it’s happening now—quick, turn on the radio, it must be 
happening— 
 
  MAC 
Woa, woa, calm down.  Jesus.  Sex goes a little wrong, you think it’s the end 
of the world.  We’ve got a year left, months even with the least conservative 
estimates.  You’re fine.  I’m fine.  And your desk is fine.  See?  
 (He knocks on it.) 
Solid as a rock.  Everything’s still solid, and fine.  Time and space still doing 
the same old shuffle.   
   
  CAROLE 
I don’t know what happened, but-- 
 
  MAC 
Could be it’s the DNA, the literal DNA, sometimes it is not compatible, 
your body says yes, but your molecular structure says no way.  Happening 
more and more these days.  
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  CAROLE 
Not to me. 
 
  MAC 
Still it’s a statistically possible event.  Has to happen to someone, right?   
 
  CAROLE 
I said, not to me.  It doesn’t happen to me.  There must be something global 
going on— 
 
  MAC 
Hell, most women, I think it happens to them all the time.  My first 
girlfriend had a 5 year headache.  Boy, to think it was such a drag then.  I felt 
so punished!  I said, why, Lord, why have you given me a girlfriend with this 
endless headache?  Now—funny, isn’t it, I think back, and I realize that was 
one of the happiest nows of my life.  Isn’t that funny?  A girlfriend with a 5 
year headache.  Hell, you treasure what you got, right?  Right.  That’s what 
the talk show hosts are saying.  Treasure what you got, and hang on tight.   
 (Sighs.) 
So.  Look.  No hard feelings.  Some other time.   
 
  CAROLE 
Don’t go—please don’t--I just got—I just got frightened— 
 (She grabs him) 
I got frightened, things seemed to slip-- 
 
  MAC 
Woa.  I didn’t come here for this, I came here for simple now, simple, 
uncomplicated now.   
 
Let’s get this very, very straight.  The slapping, well, that’s not what does it 
for me, but I don’t object.  If it boosts the now up a bit for you, then slap 
away, that’s fine.  But if you’re frightened—then you up your dose and go 
home early, take a warm bath or stop off at the pound and adopt a dog.  
They say dogs will last the longest, of all the mammals, you know?  So they’re 
a good bet.  But don’t drag me into it.  I didn’t come down here to be 
dragged into any of that.  
 
  CAROLE 
I had a headache.  For the first time in my life, I had a headache.  Naturally, it 
threw me for a loop. 
 
  MAC 
First time? 
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  CAROLE 
Yes. 
 
  MAC 
Well, that’s understandable, I guess. 
 
  CAROLE 
But now, it’s gone. 
 
  MAC 
You sure?  Cause you look tired, real tired, all of a sudden-- 
 
  CAROLE 
I am not tired.   
 
  MAC 
Maybe it’s just the light.   
 
  CAROLE 
I’m not tired.  My headache is gone.  I’m sure. 
 
  MAC 
Okay then.  Because hey—if we can’t make allowances for each other now—
I mean, what would that make us?  What would that make any of us?   So, if 
you’re sure. 
 
  CAROLE 
I’m sure. 
 (He kisses her roughly, puts her up, half off the desk, and enters  
 her.  She tries to pull away from him again.) 
 
  MAC 
JESUS CHRIST. 
 
  CAROLE 
I’m sorry.  I didn’t mean to do that.  I don’t know what happened.  
 
  MAC 
That’s it.  I’m out of here.  Not worth the risk.  What if when it happens this 
is the now I get trapped in and end up having to replay over and over till 
eternity melts down?  
 
  CAROLE 
First rate now.  Isn’t that what everybody said?  Isn’t that what you came 
here for? 
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  MAC 
Sorry— 
 
  CAROLE 
And don’t you need it?  Don’t you long for it?  Isn’t it the only thing that 
cuts into your fear?  The only thing that makes you feel safe?   
 
  MAC 
Hey--I don’t want to talk about that— 
 
  CAROLE 
And isn’t this the only way that you can count on getting it—isn’t it 
something you try to get, every night, with your wife, but you can’t, because 
she cries, from the minute you come home after work to the minute you 
leave again the next day, she’s crying, because of the babies, because of her 
parents, because of the dog, because every dream she had has stopped 
mattering, and her parents are already fading, and her babies never had a 
chance, and the dog—well, what’s the point.  Of talking about the dog.  And 
there you are.  Here, with me.  With this one shot, this one chance, not your 
last chance, no one’s saying that, but who knows how long this now will last, 
who knows the moment that will catch you, like an insect in amber, when 
the music stops, and you find yourself, if you’re lucky, sitting for infinity in 
someone’s arms.  Somewhere.  If you keep trying.  To have some now worth 
having. 
 
  MAC 
Don’t—don’t talk about it anymore. 
 
  CAROLE 
Come on. 
 (She opens her arms to him.)  
 
  MAC 
You’re sure? 
 
  CAROLE 
I’m sure. 
 
  MAC 
Because-- 
 
  CAROLE 
I’m sure.  Now. 
 (He lunges into her.  There is no pleasure for her, but she does 
 not push him away.  Lights fade on them.  
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 Marty turns on the light on in her office.  She throws her bag on  
 her desk and turns her chair around.  Harold Levy is sitting in her  
 chair.) 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
You’re late.  
 
  MARTY 
Harold, I come back here when it’s quiet to get work done. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
No you don’t. 

 (Touching her hair.) 
Oh, before I forget, my wife wanted me to ask you-- 
 
  MARTY 
Don’t touch me and talk about your wife.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
 (Ignoring her, keeps touching her.) 
The rumors--about that new drug your friend is making-- 
 
  MARTY 
What about it? 
 
  HAROLD 
Is it really going to work?  
 
  MARTY 
I don’t know.  Probably.  Harold, I said no. 
 (She brushes him away.) 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
What’s wrong? 
 
  MARTY 
You know what’s wrong.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
No.  I don’t. 
 
  MARTY 
I’m not meeting you here anymore. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Why not?  We don’t do anything. 
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  MARTY 
Yes we do.  We talk. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Marty.  That’s not wrong.  We pretend.  What’s wrong with that? 
 
  MARTY 
I’m through pretending, Harold.  Carson and I have pretended as hard as we 
can with Lisa, and it’s not helping her at all.  
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Don’t think about that. 
 
  MARTY 
What else is there to think about? 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
 (Whispers in her ear.) 
Hostage situation.  If they were very ruthless.  If it were clear they were 
going to leave no one alive to tell the tale.  
 
    MARTY 
  (Can’t help smiling, getting into the game.) 
Bank vault, time lock, limited air, established that the clock was running out. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
We contract a rare, fatal, highly communicable disease.  In the 15 hours 
before symptoms show, we will enjoy boundless health, particularly 
increased blood flow to certain appendages.  And then, in the 16th hour, we 
drop dead. 
 
  MARTY 
15 hours.  You really think we’ll need that long? 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
I’m an incurable romantic.   
 
  MARTY 
Plane crash in the Andes. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Stranded on desert island.   
 
  MARTY 
Polar ice cap. 
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  HAROLD LEVY 
Everybody else in world stranded on desert island or polar ice cap or lost 
after plane crash in the Andes.   
  
  MARTY 
With no hope of rescue. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Right.   After all, if there were just the two of us, how would we manage a 
rescue of that scale? 
 
  MARTY 
Right. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Right.  So it’d be okay.  There’d just be us. 
 
  MARTY 
The three of us. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
The three of us? 
 
  MARTY 
You, me, and the Mad Master.  
  
  HAROLD LEVY 
What’s that mean? 
 
  MARTY 
It’s what Carson calls desire.  Plato asked Socrates, when he was really old, 
how sex was now.  And Socrates says “Most gladly have I escaped the thing 
of which you speak; I feel as if I had escaped from a mad and furious 
master.”  And then he says that when we are freed from the Mad Master, we 
are freed from the grasp of not just one master, but of many.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Do you want to be freed of him? 
 
  MARTY 
 (Shrugs) 
I don’t know.  Sometimes. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Because I don’t want to be. 
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  MARTY 
Yeah, but maybe if we were old— 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
None of us will ever be old, Marty.  
 
  MARTY 
Yeah, when he was young, I bet they couldn’t pry him free of his Mad 
Master with a crowbar. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
So, the last one would work for you?  It would be okay? 
 
  MARTY 
Yes.  If everyone else in the world were stranded on a desert island or the 
polar caps, and we had no hope of ever being able to rescue them, we could 
have sex.  Even though it would destroy my husband.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
And my wife. 
 
  MARTY 
And your wife.  In all those scenarios.  
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Oh—volcanic eruption.  Lava flow, on its way. 
 
  MARTY 
Sure, that would work.  
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Imminent end of the world due to a black hole that has formed in adjacent 
space-time to our universe that is slowly pulling in the planets of our solar 
system, one by one.  Pluto already gone, the appetizer, Neptune a freshener 
between courses, just a snack.  Uranus—the salad.  And now the first 
course—Saturn—its beautiful rings unloosening like strands of spaghetti, 
unwrapping themselves and twisting in the violent, gravitational waves, the 
planet itself already starting to lose integrity and flow into the singularity’s 
mouth. 
 (Pause) 
 
  MARTY 
 (Softly) 
No. 
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  HAROLD LEVY 
But Marty—we’ve been wanting each other for so long— 
 
  MARTY 
I know, I know-- 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Every time we get within 5 feet of each other—you feel it, I feel it, it’s way 
past metaphorical, it is absolutely real, this pull we feel for each other, I’ve 
felt it for so long—it doesn’t seem right, it doesn’t seem fair not to have this 
now, I deserve this now, we deserve this now!  It doesn’t make any difference 
to the universe, Marty!  Morality, what’s that?  What is that?  Loving 
someone, that’s a moral choice.  That’s the choice between right and wrong, 
love is what makes right and wrong matter, not the other way around.  Don’t 
you see that, Marty?  
 
  MARTY 
I can’t, Harold, I-- 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
All these years I lived for those fantasies, sometimes.  Did you know that?  
No, how could you, I always hid that, careful to hide that from you.  But I 
lived in them.  That’s where my real life was lived.  In those fantasies, with 
you.  But now, it’s real.  The fantasies have come true.  I’m not happy about 
it, I’m not happy that it’s true—but we can do it now.  We can lie down 
together.  I can hold you in my arms.   
 
  MARTY 
I can’t.  The fantasies were fantasies.  This is real.  What we do ends up 
being true.  I can’t do it. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Even if—even if there’s a chance that this is the now that we were meant to 
take with us, that this is what has the chance to become our Heaven?  Our 
moment forever?  Our eternity? 
 
  MARTY 
That’s a line I’d expect to hear in some sleazy bar, Harold, with a lot of 
desperate now hounds sniffing out some easy now.  Not from a man I trust.  
Not from you. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
It’s just a line.  But it’s also true.  As long as we’re talking about true. 
 
  MARTY 
It just doesn’t matter to me, Harold. 
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  HAROLD LEVY 
We don’t?  I don’t? 
 
  MARTY 
I have what I need at home.  That’s not a crime, you know.  I have what I 
want. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Then all this time—all these years—you were just playing with me?   
 
  MARTY 
Listen, Harold—when words like—more, or could be, or if only—when those 
words mattered—before they were unmoored from bedrock truth--then I 
liked to think about your hands.  Your lips.  I liked to think about them a 
lot.  But there isn’t any more.  There’s only now.  And there’s never been any 
room for us there, right?  Tell me, if you think I’m not right about that. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
No, but I thought— 
 
  MARTY 
You thought that we could have a different now, someday.  Everybody liked 
to think that.  Everybody still likes to think they can pull a dozen different 
wonderful nows out of a hat.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
I just wish you’d told me— 
 
  MARTY 
That I loved my husband?  That he mattered, and you didn’t?  Harold, you 
knew you didn’t matter.  You knew. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Maybe I did, but— 
 
  MARTY 
I thought you wanted to talk about what was true, Harold. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
I knew. 
 
  MARTY 
 (Ruffles his hair, kisses him lightly.) 
I know.   
 (She holds him.) 
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Who knows?  Maybe when it happens, all the lives we lived will be the 
dreams, and the lives we dreamed will all be true. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
You think that’s possible? 
 
  MARTY 
I don’t know.  What do we know for sure?   
 (She sits down, and Harold puts his head in her lap.) 
Nobody knows a thing about heaven.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
What if it isn’t heaven-- 
 
  MARTY 
Shhhh— 
 (Stroking his hair.) 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
But— 
 
  MARTY 
When we get close enough to the event horizon, our time will slow.  Slower, 
and slower, as it is stretched by the gravity at the bottom of the singularity, 
which only goes one way, down, forward, down.  And some believe we will 
stay at the horizon, trapped in one repeating moment, replaying it for 
eternity, but whether we will make it past the horizon or not, one thing is 
sure—we can never come back.  Nothing can move backward in time.  That 
is the law we cannot break.  The now can move forward, the now in memory 
can inhabit us, from long, long ago, and far away, but you cannot go back and 
make the past free the divine spark you forgot, and left frozen in its case.  
Only the now releases the past for us to carry forward.  When we have not 
lived fully, or what we have forgotten to crack open, or what we have 
forgotten to remember is lost forever.  And at the bottom of forever—
because that is what a black hole is made of—at the bottom of forever is the 
singularity.  The impossibility that lies, like a great sea monster, at the 
bottom of the storm.  And if we are swallowed by this great, unknowable 
master of the deep, some believe we will pass into another universe, and 
some believe we will enter heaven.  That heaven is what lurks at the bottom 
of the hole.   
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
Do you believe it? 
 
  MARTY 
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No.  Whether heaven is there or not, I am one of those who believe we will 
not make it past the horizon. 
 
  HAROLD LEVY 
But that’s—that’s so sad-- 
 
  MARTY 
No, no, not at all.  Our bodies of course, will long be gone, our memories, 
the templates, of who we think we are, but it is still possible that some 
fragment, some spark could still exist.  And for that fragment, that spark—
trapped at the event horizon—it might be possible to stay in that moment, 
understanding that moment, falling, eternally, falling forever.  It might be 
possible to live in one moment, forever.  And never have to leave. 
 (Lights fade on them. 
 
 END ACT ONE) 
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ACT TWO 
 
 
 
 
 
  MARTY* 
The Now and Then Now. 
 (Lights up on the bar.  Marty slides the bottle to Carson, as she  
 sits down beside her.) 
 
  CARSON  
 (She takes a swig) 
The Bothsides Now Now. 
 (She slides the bottle to Lisa.) 
 
  LISA 
Pass. 
 
  CARSON 
You can’t pass. 
 
  LISA 
I said, pass.  I’m passing. 
 
  CARSON 
Fine.  I’ll take your turn. 
 (She takes the bottle, and Lisa goes over to the bar.) 
The Now is the Time for all Good Men Now. 
 
  LISA 
 (To bartender) 
Diet Cherry coke, please. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Coming right up. 
 
  MARTY 
 (They continue the drinking game.) 
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The Now or Never Now. 
 
  CARSON 
The Be Here Now Now. 
 
  MARTY 
The To Be Now, or Not To Be Now Now, the now, formerly implied, now not.  
Implied. 
 
  CARSON 
Boy, you are pushing it. 
 
  LISA 
 (Gets her diet cherry coke.) 
Thanks. 
 
  BARTENDER 
You’re welcome. 
 
  CARSON 
 (As Lisa comes back to the table.) 
The Not Now Now. 
 
  MARTY 
The Now We Are Engaged In A Great Civil War Now. 
 
  CARSON 
The Now And Then Now, again. 
 
  MARTY 
Hey— 
   
  CARSON 
Now and then has more than one now in it, perfectly legal. 
 
  MARTY 
The Not Now I Have A Headache Now, again, and again, and again.  That’s 
four turns for me, according to your rules. 
 
  CARSON 
The How Now, Brown Cow Now. 
 
  MARTY 
Oh, that is good.  That is really, really good. 
 
  CARSON 
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I know. 
 
  MARTY 
That is the bedrock bitch Now.  The how now, brown cow now.   
 
  CARSON 
To bedrock now.   
 (They both drink.) 
 
  MARTY 
The Now What Do I Do Now Now. 
 
  CARSON 
The Now You See It, Now You Don’t Now.  Boy.  That’s the untimate now, 
isn’t it?  That all we see, will soon be all we don’t.  Forever. 
 
  BARTENDER 
 (Comes over.) 
Another for you ladies? 
 
  CARSON 
Sure.  What do I owe you? 
 
  BARTENDER 
It’s on the house. 
 
  MARTY 
Hey, thanks. 

 (The bartender leaves.) 
 
  LISA 
Why do you always act so surprised? 
 
  MARTY 
You mean just because it’s always on the house? 
 
  LISA 
Yeah. 
 
  MARTY 
Just—pretending?   
 
  LISA 
I thought we weren’t doing that anymore. 
 
  MARTY 
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Do you want to, sweetheart? 
 
  CARSON 
Because we will, if you want to, do you? 
 
  LISA 
No.  I don’t want to ever again. 
 (She goes to the bartender to get another cherry coke.) 
 
  CARSON 
Can you take her tomorrow to get her levels?  Because with work the way it 
is— 
 
  MARTY 
No, I’ve got neighborhood door to door patrol.  8 people in my building 
alone haven’t checked in for a month. 
 
  CARSON 
Yeah.  The numbers are pretty bad up my way too, especially where the cults 
are taking their toll. Okay, okay, I’ll do it before work, come in a little late, 
so I’m a little late, it’s not the end of the world, right? 
 (She and Marty look at each other, and burst out laughing.  They 
 shrug.  Sigh.  Beat.) 
 
  MARTY 
What she needs is a Now Story. 
 
  CARSON 
I told you-- 
 
  MARTY 
Carson, it’s— 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t want to talk about it. 
 
  MARTY 
But— 
 
  CARSON 
I mean it. 
 (Pause.) 
 
  MARTY 
Okay.  So.  Change of subject.  Are you going to do it?  The desire?   
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  CARSON 
I don’t know. 
 
  MARTY 
Do you think you could do it if you wanted to? 
 
  CARSON 
It looks like there’s plenty of room on the sequence.  I’ve been telling Carole 
it might distort one of the primary mapping routes, but I’m pretty sure it 
won’t.  Problem is the computers have stopped working on most of the 
functions I need to run test evolutions.  The folds in space time are going to 
start making hash of satellite and cell phone reception in the next couple 
weeks too. 
 
  MARTY 
Look, maybe she just had a not now I have a headache now.  A long one, but 
a headache now, all the same.  Maybe that now’s gone, and the Mad Master’s 
back.  Maybe you’ll go into work tomorrow, and-- 
 
  CARSON 
She’s 55 years old now.  Her desire has taken a powder, and it’s not catching 
the next train back.   
 
  LISA 
 (Coming back into the conversation with her fresh diet cherry  
 coke.) 
So she’s 55 years old, what’s that supposed to mean? 
 
  CARSON 
It means she’s 55 years old now.  It means, 55 year old now. 
 
  LISA 
So?  We’re not that much younger, 46, 47, so? 
 
  CARSON 
So, she’s a 55 year old woman who’s lost her looks. 
 
  MARTY 
So she looks her age.  That’s not a crime, you know. 
   
  LISA 
My grandmother used to say, when she’d see a woman who’d kept herself up, 
who still looked good, my grandmother would say, now there’s a woman who 
hasn’t lost her courage.  I used to think I knew what that meant.  I had no 
fucking idea.  You don’t lose anything when it comes to your looks.  Time 
backs you into a dark alley and takes your looks away from you at knifepoint.  
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  CARSON 
Nature just plain does not want women our age getting laid, it wants us 
hunting and gathering and giving the females who still can breed the time 
and energy to breed more.  Also, we can help carry the children to safety 
when there’s a sabertooth tiger attack. 
 
  MARTY 
I don’t think there’s a lot of call for sabertooth tiger rescue these days.  Who 
would have thought that the cats would have so little resistance to chaotic 
disintegration on a macro scale?   
 
  CARSON 
Not that I ever liked cats.  Never trusted them.  Still, it’s sad.  Poor little 
empty-eyed kittens. 

 
  LISA 
 (Softly) 
I had a kitten. 
 
  MARTY 
What? 
 
  LISA 
I saw it happen to her.  First, her eyes— 
 
  CARSON 
You didn’t see it happen.  It didn’t get that far.   
 
  LISA 
It did. 
 
  CARSON 
I came over, and we gave her together to the men when they came, 
remember?  Like on TV they said to do. 
 
  LISA 
I saw it happen.   
 
  CARSON 
Honey, I’ll take you to get your saturation levels checked.  First thing 
tomorrow. 
 
  LISA 
There’s nothing wrong with my levels. 
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  MARTY 
That is the first sign, Lisa, you know that’s the first sign that there is 
something wrong, insisting there isn’t. 
 
  CARSON 
Come on, I’ll take you home now— 
 
  LISA 
No, I hate home now.  I want another diet cherry coke.  And then—then I 
want a Now Story. 
 (She goes over to the bar.  Signals the bartender.  He pours her 

 one.) 
 

  MARTY 
 (They watch Lisa for a minute.  Sigh.  Beat.) 
I’d do it, you know.   
 
  CARSON 
I told you, I can’t tell another one, it---- 
 
  MARTY 
No.  Not tell a Now Story.  Give Carole back her sex drive.  I mean, you’re 
the one that took it from her. 
 
  CARSON 
No, you are.  It was your anti-Mad Master, you give it back. 
 
  MARTY 
Sorry, Saturday pottery classes closed indefinitely on account of the end of 
the world. 
 
  CARSON 
Wouldn’t matter if she did get it back.  Too late.  A 55 year old single female 
who has lost her looks?  What desirable man is going to risk second rate now 
this close to the horizon?  Nope.  No way. 
 
  MARTY 
It is just unreal, how much you hate her. 
 
  CARSON 
I like hating her.  Haven’t you noticed? 
 
  MARTY 
But the hating her was just—it was your courage, I understand that, I do.  
But it got you what you wanted.  A second chance now.  And your drug—it 
could be a kind of miracle too, the difference it will make, the comfort 
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millions of women will get from it, Carson, it’s like—like you’re going to—
hold the hands of million of women at the moment when nothing holds—
isn’t that enough? 
 
  CARSON 
No. 
 
  MARTY 
Well, it should be.  You have this gift, this gift that means you get to do one 
of the last things on earth that actually matters and it doesn’t even matter to 
you? 
 
  CARSON 
Oh please, nothing matters.  Nobody really cares what happens now except 
the people who are paid to care what happens and I bet even they don’t even 
care.   
 
  MARTY 
That is so corrosive, that kind of thinking. 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, because I’m saying it out loud?   
 
  MARTY 
In Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana and Kansas that kind of talk gets you 
thrown into protective custody with a whole lot of other people talking that 
way.  Talk about depressing. 
 
  CARSON 
The problem is, I can’t decide what would hurt Carole more.  Not getting 
her desire back, or getting it back and then not being able to do anything 
about it.  Once I figure that out, I’ll know what to do. 
 
  MARTY 
And that would make you happy? 
 
  CARSON 
Yes. 
 
  MARTY 
And after this petty thing makes you happy, what then? 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t have to worry about what then, remember?  After I get made happy, 
the world ends.  
 (She gets up to go, as Lisa comes back with her diet cherry coke.) 
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  LISA 
Where are you going? 
 
  CARSON 
Home. 
 
  LISA 
But you haven’t told me a Now Story yet-- 
 
  CARSON 
Lisa, I can’t.   
 
  LISA 
You’re just being selfish.  You haven’t told me a Now Story since the one 
about the man and the chair—and that was a great one, it was, and it 
lasted—it lasted a long time, but-- 
 
  CARSON 
Lisa?  Listen to me, Lisa.  It never happened. 
 
  MARTY 
Carson, don’t-- 
 
  LISA 
What? 
 
  CARSON 
It wasn’t real.  That Now Story was a lie. 
 
  LISA 
I don’t understand.    
 
  MARTY 
Goddamn it, Carson—you don’t have to do it like this, you-- 

 
  CARSON 
The man at work.  He came in to look at my chair.  He took the chair.  I 
cleaned off my desk, and went home. 
 
  MARTY 
Don’t.  Please, I’m begging you. 
 
  CARSON 
Every Now Story I’ve ever told you was a lie.   
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  LISA 
I don’t—I don’t understand.  I don’t— 
 
  CARSON 
I can’t—I can’t explain it in a way that will make sense, Lisa.  But I’m sorry.  
I didn’t want to—I never meant to—I’m sorry.   
 
  LISA 
 (She is very, very still.) 
You know what Mark said to me?  Right after the networks made the 
announcement?  And we knew it was true?  He said, Lisa, we can do this, we 
can handle this.  But we have to accept that nothing’s going to be the same.  
And I said, I don’t want that.  I don’t want anything to change.  I want to 
care about the things I cared about before.  I want to love you the way I 
loved you before.  I want the things that mattered before to matter now.  
And he said, I couldn’t ask him for that.  And I said, I wasn’t asking him for 
anything, I was telling him that I loved him and I was going to keep on 
loving him.  And he said that everything had changed and so love had to 
change too.  That we needed love—for other things, now, that love had to 
do things it hadn’t done before. 
 (Lisa is desperate, panicked.)  
But I didn’t know how to do that.  I didn’t know how.   
 
  MARTY 
What in God’s name made you do this? 
 
  CARSON 
I’ve got to face it.   
 
  MARTY 
Oh, good, good for you.  Fate drops Carole back into your lap and you’re 
finally going to face it.  After ten ridiculous years of hanging on to nothing 
dressed up in something’s clothing, you’re letting go.  Only you forgot one 
thing.  You’re hanging on for someone else too. 
 
  LISA 
I didn’t know how to make love change, I didn’t know how to make love do 
these other things that the world needed it to do now, and I knew it was a 
flaw, in me, I knew it was because I was weak, and my love was worthless, 
that if it was love worth having it would change.  It would be this new kind 
of love that would change and save the fucking world.  Only I didn’t know 
how to do it.  And then I met you, you and Marty, and you both seemed to 
know so much more than I did about it, you seemed to know so much about 
how love could be this new thing, that could be used for the new things that 
from now on love had to be used for.  And I tried.  So hard.  To listen, and 
learn.  And believe.  I believed.   
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I’ll never forgive you.   
 
  CARSON 
That’s not fair, I— 
 
  LISA 
Nothing’s fair, don’t you read the billboards?  No, no, you’re above things 
like that, like the billboard laws, they’re made for other people, not for you. 
 
  CARSON 
Lisa, please, I— 
 
  LISA 
Go away.  I mean it. 
 
  MARTY 
Lisa, she wanted to tell you, before, but— 
 
  LISA 
You knew too? 
 
  MARTY 
No.  I mean yes, but just— 
 
  LISA 
Get away from me, both of you.  Oh, I’ll calm down.  I’ll shake out of it.  If I 
don’t do it on my own, they’ll up my dose the next time I check in.  The 
universe has betrayed me, what’s one more betrayal, right?  Right.  What’s 
one more.  Among friends.   
 (They go.  Lisa tosses back her drink, and sits, staring.   
 She holds out her empty glass.  The light finds the bartender,  
 and holds him in its embrace.  The bartender takes her glass,    
 pours her another drink.) 
I heard on the news yesterday—I’m not supposed to watch the news, of 
course, but there was this scientist—and this scientist said that maybe we 
could adapt.  Maybe we could find some way to change, on a dimensional 
level, so that we could stay the same.  And it made me feel better.  Even 
though it shouldn’t.  Because I’m afraid.  Aren’t you?  And I’d give anything 
to able to believe what’s on the news.  I’d do anything to have everything 
stay the same.   
 
  BARTENDER* 
 (Handing her her drink.) 
You sure this is what you want?  ‘Cause you can have anything, on the house? 
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  LISA 
Thanks, a diet cherry coke is all I can handle these days. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Your friends take off already? 
 
  LISA 
Yeah.  They still have jobs. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Why? 
 
  LISA 
Oh, they’re convinced it will keep them sane longer. 
 
  BARTENDER 
All the same, they’re kind of a drag, aren’t they? 
 
  LISA 
More than you know. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Every Thursday the three of you meet here, and you talk—well, you talk like 
you’re morons.  Most of the time.  If you don’t mind my saying so. 
 
  LISA 
Oh, we’re just pretending. 
 
  BARTENDER 
That you’re morons?  
 
  LISA 
No, we’re pretending that— 
 
  BARTENDER 
Oh.  Oh.  Right.  Didn’t know anybody was still doing that.  How’s it 
working out? 
 
  LISA 
It seemed to be working.  For awhile.  But it turned out it wasn’t a good idea 
at all. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Yeah.  I tried to get my wife to pretend—just for sex, okay, just for sex, that 
everything was okay, that it was still before.  Because I read that was 
supposed to be good for you, that it would do you good. 
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  LISA 
Did it? 
 
  BARTENDER 
We split up and she moved back in with her parents.  Course, it probably 
wasn’t anybody’s fault.  Lot of people doing that now.  
 
  LISA 
Yeah.  My husband did too.  Moved out a couple months ago. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Why’d you split up? 
 
  LISA 
I decided I didn’t believe in sex anymore.  
 
  BARTENDER 
How can you not believe-- 
 
  LISA 
Because it didn’t do any good.  Because it can’t save us?  I don’t know.   
 
  BARTENDER 
Honey.  I have had some great sex in my day.  Some monumental sex.  Some 
sex that—I remember, back during one of those dirty bomb scares--I’m 
talking about the kind of sex makes you understand global nuclear war.  I’m 
talking about the kind of sex that makes you forget all about it.  The kind of 
sex that makes you think about how you don’t give a damn about some 
bomb falling on you one split instant before you forget about it.  The kind of 
sex that makes you wish they would drop a couple on you this damn instant 
because you don’t care about it and you’ve forgotten about it and you 
wouldn’t care one neutron less if they did drop one than if they didn’t—that 
kind of sex.   
 
But even that kind of sex won’t save us from this, sweetheart.  It’s just not in 
the cards.   
 
See, the great thing about sex is--- 
 
  LISA 
What’s so great about sex?  Nothing.  It’s not great.  If it were great, it 
would have transformed the world while there was still time.  Like Martin 
Luther King.  Or Ghandi.  Sex is not great.  It’s just bigger than you are.  
The thing about sex is, it’s like a diet cherry coke—you drink one of them, 
you drink a million of them, there’s no effect, because there’s no nutrition, 
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no lasting, lingering, fundamental point to it.  Not after one diet cherry 
coke, not after a million.  No nutrition.  Sure, there’s 12 ounces of pleasure, 
there’s excitement—the bump from the caffeine, the lie of the counterfeit 
sweetness, the whisper that this is happiness.  But one diet cherry coke--a 
million diet cherry cokes.  No difference.  And that’s what sex is.  Nothing, 
after it’s over, that’s different, that doesn’t go down the drain. 
 
It’s as special as two people get, but it doesn’t make them special. 
 
  BARTENDER 
So I take it if I asked you to come home with me, and try for a little now, 
your answer would be no? 
 
  LISA 
Oh, I’d go home with you. 
 
  BARTENDER 
You would?   
 
  LISA 
Sure. 
 (Pause) 
I just wouldn’t believe in it.  Is that okay with you? 
 
  BARTENDER 
 (Deeply offended.) 
No.  There’s no way we’ll get any decent now that way.   
 (Pause) 
Come home with me anyway. 
 
  LISA 
Why? 
 
  BARTENDER 
We don’t have to do anything you don’t believe in.  Just come home with 
me. 
 
  LISA 
But why? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Because I’m frightened and I’m tired of pretending I’m not? 
 
  LISA 
But that’s—that’s against the law. 
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  BARTENDER 
So?  Turn me into the Medical Corps.   I don’t think half the people are 
metabolizing the stuff they’re shoving down our throats anyway.   
 
  LISA 
 (Thinks for a second, gathers her purse, slides down off her  
 stool.) 
Okay. 
 (They start out.) 
Don’t you have to tell somebody you’re leaving? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Me?  I don’t work here. 
 
  LISA 
Of course you do, every time we come here, you’re here behind the bar— 
 
  BARTENDER 
I hadn’t touched a drop for 20 years.  But the day the networks made the 
official announcement my wife left me, and I realized I was very thirsty.  Lot 
of people back then were reacquainting themselves with thirst.  So I stopped 
in here.  There was nobody behind the bar, just patrons taking turns making 
the drinks.  Of course, we could of all just taken the booze home, ransacked 
the place, but that was not the point.  I took my turn, mixed a few drinks.  
Liked it.  Came by the next night—same thing.  My real job was pretty much 
evaporating anyway.  I guess I can go home when I want to, you know?  If I 
want to.  Which I usually don’t.  But I think, maybe with you-- 
 
  LISA 
Yeah.  Me too. 
 (They leave.) 

 
  CAROLE* 
 (Dim lights up on Carole, sitting at her desk.  Carson, standing,  
 her back to the audience.) 
I had a friend, and he had this thing about dogs.  He said the only people 
who should have dogs were families, and or at the very least, couples.  I said, 
“what?”  He said, “Oh, that’s a dead giveaway, when you meet someone 
single, and they have a dog.  A dead giveaway.”  “Of what?” I said.  “Of the 
fact that they’re using a pet to replace a human connection, a relationship.  
They have this relationship with an animal, as a substitute for one with a 
mate.”  “What if they just like dogs”, I said.  “That’s not the point, they 
shouldn’t have one.”  “Even if they’re lonely?”  I said.  “Especially if they’re 
lonely.  That’s the worst.”  “I see.”  I said.  “What you’re saying is the people 
who don’t actually need a dog can have one, but anyone who really needs, 
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who truly needs a dog, they can’t.”  “Right,” he said.  “I meet a woman with a 
dog, I just turn right back around.”  
 
When I was growing up, it was a moral failure to want something you 
couldn’t have.  To admit to it.  Even to yourself.  Longing.  The great 
obscenity.  You could long for it only if you could have it.  You could long 
for it only if you really didn’t need it—because when you get what you need, 
you don’t need it anymore.  You have it.   
 (Carole turns on her halogen lamp.  Does she look a little 
 older in the blue-white light?  Hard to say.) 
How is it possible that a woman can go to bed, young, and wake up the next 
morning old and wrinkled?  I understand that the gravitational waves will 
have random effects, some local, some global, but--you’re staring at my neck, 
aren’t you? 
 (She puts her hand over her neck, as if trying hide it.) 
 
  CARSON 
No, of course not.  Why would I look at your neck? 
 
  CAROLE 
I don’t blame you for staring, it’s like a train wreck wrapped around my 
throat.  I saw it for the first time this morning in the mirror.  Happened 
overnight.  Did you know that in Wyoming it is against the law to worry 
about your looks in public?  Well, it’s being fought in the courts, and 
chances are it won’t stand up, but that’s the thing about Wyoming, even 
before, you’d see women, young women, who had let their hair go grey, it 
was always that way in Maine and Vermont and Iowa too.  
 
  CARSON 
Carole, you look the same.  Exactly the same as you did last week when you 
asked me, and the week before that, and the week before that too. 
 
  CAROLE 
Well, you certainly wouldn’t lie to me about it.  You’d be the first person to 
rejoice in my crow’s feet.  Maybe I do look the same to you--apparently the 
gravitational currents create random pockets of time--you might be 
inhabiting a slightly different vector, seeing me from a slightly younger space 
time. 
 
And on the other hand, you might just be a terrible liar. 
 
Yesterday I was still pretty.  I know I was.  How old are you? 
 
  CARSON 
I’m 46.   
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  CAROLE 
46.   You’re almost 10 years younger…well, I’m not complaining.  That 
means I got to have 10 real years that you didn’t get to have.  That you’re 
never going to get to have.  That means I’ve kind of won, doesn’t it. 
 
I see the young girls walking down the street, the tube tops, the ready smile, 
the shining hair, and I think—so what.  Game over.  Too late.  Who would 
have thought that being old would be lucky.  Who would have thought the 
day would come when the young would envy the old.  
 
I tried to have sex yesterday, and the day before that, and the day before 
that, and the day before that.  I tried to have sex. 
 
  CARSON 
I told you, I am the last person who wants to know about your sex life-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Some simple now.  That’s all I wanted.  Like anyone would.  So I tried.  
Last week I almost got it back—it was almost there the way it’s always been 
there—fanning out through my veins, turning the whole world into this 
desk.  Where I opened my legs, and time stopped in my arms. 
 
But then I lost it—it slipped away from me—it-- 
 
  CARSON 
I said I don’t want to hear it— 
 
  CAROLE 
And I was on my desk, all alone, and there was a man doing something on 
top of me that made no sense at all.  I let him finish.  I watched him walk 
out the door. 
 
What I am supposed to do now?  Desire is the last uncompromised emotion 
left.  Hope is a joke, love and family just means more pain, your own 
helplessness doubled, and tripled, thank God I have no children to watch 
this happen to.  So tell me.  If I don’t have desire—what do I do now? 
 
  CARSON 
How should I know? 
 
  CAROLE 
Because for 10 years you’ve been practicing—you’ve adapted to not getting 
what you wanted.  You’re a woman with a dog. 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t have a dog. 
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  CAROLE 
Jesus.  How pathetic.  You’re a woman with a dog who doesn’t even have a 
dog.  So you have nothing. 
 (Sighs.) 
I take that back. 
 (She holds up a data storage item, of sleek and cunning design, 
 maybe it will project holographic equations and formulas on 
 the upstage wall.) 
You have this. 
 (If so, let the a tiny light and slide show commence.) 
You have a sleek and elegant mind for evolving drug based brain barrier 
interface systems like this. 
 (We enjoy the light show for a beat.) 
The drug never wears off, right?  I did read that— 
 (She points at some elaborate set of equations/graphs/ 
 frequency/color codes. 
 
 None of these should look like they make sense as we now 
 understand sense.) 
--sequence correctly? 
 
  CARSON 
With the right titration, we still believe it will hold all the way to the 
maximum distortion that we can reasonably expect before…well, before.  So, 
yes.  The drug, for all intents and purposes, lasts forever. 
 
  CAROLE 
And every woman who takes it will be beautiful, inside and out, until the end 
of time? 
 
  CARSON 
Yes. 
 
  CAROLE 
Then what’s the problem? 
 
  CARSON 
There’s no problem. 
 
  CAROLE 
I asked you for one change, one tiny change.  Here. 
 (She indicates something in the code.) 
In the 78th sequence.   So why is the sequence still the same? 
 
  CARSON 
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It’s a routing problem-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Don’t insult me-- 
 (The code changes, if possible, to show the insertion of the  
 desire.   It should be a stunning, unexpected visual moment.) 
I know it will work.  I’ve done the preliminary math. 
 
  CARSON 
I can’t just retrofit a single dose for you—it has to be there from the original 
gestation— 
 
  CAROLE 
So? 
 
  CARSON 
So there’s no time to run the birth print more than once, so it’d be 
sequenced into the entire launch. 
 
  CAROLE 
So? 
 
  CARSON 
So why should I put desire into 100 million doses just to satisfy you? 
 
  CAROLE 
Why shouldn’t you? 

 
  CARSON 
Women need the beauty, we’ve tested that, we know it’s true, but the Mad 
Master—look, I’m not distorting the drug just on some whim of yours.  If all 
you want is an aphrodisiac, I’m sure the girls on the ninety-fifth floor will be 
happy to oblige.  
 
  CAROLE 
Oh, please, they haven’t cooked up anything viable for weeks.  Nothing we 
could metabolize while the reptile brain was still on line will work now and 
you know it. 
 
  CARSON 
So what, there’s twenty different drug launches every hour, one of them is 
bound to do the trick. 
 
  CAROLE 
Oh they’ll work today.  Tomorrow, maybe.  But none of them will take the 
user all the way to the end.  Yours will. 
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  CARSON 
We won’t be around to notice.  A billion to one says the earth will be soup 
by then.   
 
  CAROLE 
Then why did you propose synthesizing a drug that will last all the way over 
the event line? 
 
  CARSON 
Sheer, willful hubris.  But I know better.  I know there’s nothing at the 
bottom of the hole. 
 
  CAROLE 
Careful—that’s treason you’re talking.  
 
  CARSON 
And don’t pretend you don’t know it too. 
 
  CAROLE 
Yep, that’s some very unpatriotic talk I’m hearing now.   
 
  CARSON 
When the red shift gets strong enough— 
 
  CAROLE 
I remember when red shift meant a dress.  I look terrible in red.  I look 
wonderful in blue.  But blue is the color of something coming toward you.  
And red is the color of something going away.  Red is the color of the world 
as it goes away.   
 
  CARSON 
I’m not doing it, Carole.  We’re talking millions, maybe billions of women if 
the production cycles can keep their integrity long enough.  I want to do 
something to ease their pain, not make more of it. 
 
  CAROLE 
 (Laughing) 
You think desire hurts?  You’ve spent your time on the earth learning that 
desire hurts?  No wonder you don’t have the guts to get a dog. 
 
  CARSON 
I stepped in the river once with you, and now my fate, my astounding bad 
luck has made me step in it twice.  I haven’t forgotten.  You ruined my life. 
 
  CAROLE 
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You were a willing participant, but we’ll let the accusation stand.  Fine.  I 
ruined your life.  So? 
 
  CARSON 
On that desk.  You ruined my life on that desk.  Which, by the way, I know 
is your old desk, I asked downstairs. 
 
  CAROLE 
 (Pause) 
You just can’t get over it, can you. 
 (Disgusted) 
My God, you’re such a coward.  Don’t you get it?  There’s nothing left to 
hate, Carson.  Nothing.  No.  You don’t get it.  And now, even given 
conservative estimates, you never will.   
 (She sighs) 
 
  CARSON 
Believe me, I’d like to let go of it.  I’ve tried.  But it turns out hating you is 
my bedrock truth.  Turns out it’s the only thing I have to hold on to. 
 
  CAROLE 
It won’t save you from drowning when the gravitation waves start pulling us 
down.   
 
  CARSON 
I’ve already been pulled down.  Your desk.  There— 
 (She points at it) 
--that—your desk was the black hole my life fell into.  I’ve already been 
pulled down. 
 
  CAROLE 
Then pull yourself back up.   
 
  CARSON 
I can’t. 
 
  CAROLE 
Last chance, Carson.   
 (She gets very close to Carson, very intimate.) 
The gravitation tide is rising.  Up to our knees already.  Pretty soon, up to 
our necks.  Once that happens—too late.  Nobody swims against this 
current.  Nobody swims a single stroke.  Last chance to find something 
better to hold on to, to find some real, honest courage.  But do it soon, 
Carson.  Not long left.  Nobody knows, you know.  Nobody knows how long 
this now will last.  
 (Blackout.) 
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  STEVENS* 
 (Lights up on Stevens.  He is shuffling notes in his hands.) 
Good morning.  Good morning.  And thank you all for coming today, it is 
indeed a momentous occasion.  We are proud to announce the launch of a 
full-body, brain-stem-stable drug that will, we believe, take the user to the 
very edge of the event horizon, assuming of course that the earth is still 
coherent at that time.  We at PharmaNow can, as always, make no 
guarantees about the efficacy of our product in a world where the chaotic 
stretching of matter in all dimensions by gravitational forces is the 
predominant feature. 
 
Ladies and gentleman, the name of this, our last drug launch, is Cleepo, a 
word that refers back to the creation of the world.  According to an ancient 
myth, in the beginning, God was everywhere.  Consequently, there was no 
room for anything that was not God.  So, in order to create the universe, and 
us, God, who was, I believe, at that time, essentially light, had to retreat or 
retract from a space.  Which He did.  He removed a small quantity of His 
miraculous and magnificent light, and created a small space that was not-
light.  And in that space, we and the universe were made.  And God saw that 
it was good.  
 
But you know how manufacturing goes.  Even in the very best environments, 
there’s always a design flaw which results in by-product or manufacturing 
off-run.  Well, the creation of the universe was no exception, and some 
scraps of the original, divine light got left over.  Got left behind.  
 
Naturally, given entropy, the second law of thermodynamics, see pages 18 
though 243 of the specs, they’re in your press packs, naturally these scraps of 
light, these shards of God still, billions of years after the creation, remain.  
They are each encased in a shell of past space-time just barely invisible to us, 
but every choice we make in our life either releases the Cleepo of that 
moment, making the divine spark available to us, or leaves it encased, for all 
time.  Traditionally, it is the understanding of the staff here at PharmaNow, 
the role of a soul mate in life is to help you set these Cleepo free.   
 
Cleepo, we at PharmaNow believe, is the very essence of Now, and since 
Now is what PharmaNow is committed to bring to the American Public, in 
this, our time of national trial and hope, we found it a very fitting name for 
this magnificent drug and are happy to tell you that we will have Cleepo in 
distribution no later than the 15th.  Which gives us all ample time, given 
conservative estimates. 
 
Thank you. 
 (We see that Carson is there, watching.  Stevens goes up to her.) 
Do you like it?  The name? 
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  CARSON 
It’s fine.  It’s good. 
 
  STEVENS 
Really?  I’ve been so afraid you wouldn’t like it.  But I figured, where else do 
you find a name for infinite beauty?  You go to the source. 
 
  CARSON 
You did fine.   
 
  STEVENS 
It was something my wife liked to talk about.  She was one of the first to be 
affected, you know. 
 
  CARSON 
No, I didn’t, but Stevens, about the launch, I think— 
 
  STEVENS 
I thought I’d told everybody on the planet by now—she was one of the 
canaries—of course, they’re all gone now, they managed to save a handful of 
them, in the beginning, but now they’ve all died off.  Just as well to let them 
go.  Something in their brains just resonated, apparently.  I still remember 
the way the emergency room staff looked—they had two, three thousand 
people whose brains had just gone pop, all over the world, the same scenario, 
pop, the exact same instant.  Couldn’t get near a hospital without a 
bulldozer that day.  Streets packed like sardines for blocks in every direction, 
crammed full of people like me, screaming, holding the bodies of people 
they loved. 
 
  CARSON 
Stevens—your levels—maybe they’re not adjusted right—maybe— 
 
  STEVENS 
You’re not going to report me, are you? 
 
  CARSON 
No, no, of course not, it just seems to me that the reason for the laws is that 
the past is so painful, so-- 
 
  STEVENS 
Because I’ve had two visits from the authorities already this week.  If I get 
turned in a third time— 
 
  CARSON 
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I said, you don’t have to worry, Stevens.  Not about me.  But I’m worried 
about you.  It can’t be good—dwelling in the past—law or not, it— 
 
  STEVENS 
I’m getting my work done, I’m contributing, I make my vital contribution.  
The numbers we ran on the name, on Cleepo—I don’t like to brag, 
bragging’s not my style, but they were more than just good.  They are just 
about the best numbers we’ve ever had.  And if I want to dwell in the past—
with my wife, then— 
 (Pause, he collects himself.) 
I think it’s pretty obvious I’m not going to make it, Carson.  And that’s 
okay, I don’t mind.  I wanted to finish this up for you, make sure the launch 
went well, then… 
 (He touches her arm, turns to go, turns back.) 
Tell Carole, tell her if she wants anything else from me on your project, she’d 
better talk to me soon. 
 (He goes off.  Blackout.) 
 
  BARTENDER* 
 (Lights up on Lisa and the Bartender, at the bar.) 
You want another? 
 
  LISA 
Nope. 
 
  BARTENDER 
You sure? 
 
  LISA 
I’m sure. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Ready? 
 
  LISA 
Ready. 
 (The Bartender removes his apron.  Comes around the bar.  They 
 walk.) 
I’ll miss the trees the most.  I think that’s the worst part.  Trees. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Well, I was always partial to rainbows.  But naturally, not any more. 
 
  LISA 
Why not? 
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  BARTENDER 
Well, because they’re God’s promise. 
 
  LISA 
No, no, just by water, they’re God’s promise just by water. 
 
  BARTENDER 
That’s a technicality. 
 
  LISA 
I mean, there’s about a thousand other ways to do it He never promised 
about. 
 
  BARTENDER 
I still feel like He’s lied to us.  Okay, okay, maybe not lied, but led us on. 
 
  LISA 
Fire, Ice, to name but two. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Sure didn’t expect this one. 
 
  LISA 
Nope.  Didn’t see this one coming.  But, it’s like with car accidents.  It’s 
always the one you don’t see coming that hits you.  The ones you see 
coming, you swerve.  You miss.   
 
I’ve felt so much calmer, since we’ve made the decision. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Me too. 
 
  LISA 
I keep flashing on that movie with Charleton Heston, Soylent Green? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Oh, it’s nothing like that.  He was doing it for altruistic reasons.  We’re 
doing it for selfish ones.   
 
  LISA 
Or cowardly ones. 
 
  BARTENDER 
I don’t think that’s necessarily true. 
 
  LISA 
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But aren’t you supposed to try for heaven, if you have the chance? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Look, there is no definitive proof that the whole heaven thing isn’t a scam.   
 
  LISA 
No proof it is.   
 
  BARTENDER 
I made the mistake of turning on the TV yesterday—wall to wall religious 
shows now, radio the same of course, screaming about the apocalypse.  Each 
church advertising their own special line of drugs.  Drugs which, unlike 
those hawked by the church down the street, are guaranteed to get you into 
heaven.  Guaranteed.   
 
  LISA 
One of my friends from the bar designs those kinds of drugs.   
 
  BARTENDER 
Is she good? 
 
  LISA 
Real good. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Still time to change your mind. 
 
  LISA 
No.  I don’t want to.  I’m tired of feeling bad about the fact that I can’t 
believe, that I can’t find a reason to try to believe.  I know I’m a coward.  I 
know I should try to ride the whirlwind.  I know.  But I feel like I already 
had my chance.  One ticket to a customer, you know? 
 
I really loved my husband. 
 
  BARTENDER 
That’s good.  You’re lucky.   
 
  LISA 
We were just about to try to have children when it all—well, there didn’t 
seem any point.   
 
I know for a lot of people just that, just the loving someone the way I did, 
the way we did, would be enough.  Would be the ticket—all the now anyone 
could ever need.  But we don’t feel that way about each other now.  The fear 
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or the—despair.  Just ate through everything, starting with the sex.  And I 
tried to—I’m sorry. 
 
  BARTENDER 
No, don’t be sorry. 
 
  LISA 
I know I don’t have to justify it to you. 
 
  BARTENDER 
No, you don’t.  But that’s okay. 
 
  LISA 
Ready? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Ready. 
 
  LISA 
Do you think there really could be another universe, maybe, on the other 
side of space and time?  That is on the bottom of the singularity? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Maybe. 
 
  LISA 
And that some piece or fragment or—the soul of those who aren’t cowards, 
who are brave, who stay sane and hang on, some of their essence might pass 
through, intact, and get there? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Anything is possible. 
 
  LISA 
But when we die, just normally, in the every day, die, isn’t that what we 
counted on happening before?  What we’ve always counted on happening? 
 
  BARTENDER 
That’s the way I understand it.   
 
  LISA 
I mean, since anyone can remember, that’s been the plan, that’s been the 
hope.  To go to heaven? 
 
  BARTENDER 
Yeah.  So? 
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  LISA 
So nothing’s changed.  I mean, everything’s changed, but this.  This is the 
bedrock.  This is the thing that hasn’t changed. 
 
  BARTENDER 
Exactly. 
 
  LISA 
So it doesn’t matter whether we wait, or not.  Brave or cowards, all the same. 
 (They hold hands, and take a step forward together. 
 
 Lights go very red, BLACKOUT.) 
 
  CAROLE* 
 (Lights up on Carole, standing next to the drug delivery  
 system.  The delivery system is either made out of, or modeled 
 on the anti-Mad Master.) 
Desire is a wave.  It peaks, and then it passes.   
 
Once we pursue the holy grail, nothing is ever the same again. 
 
There are 19 kinds of hell in Buddhism.  8 cold hells, 8 hot hells and three 
hells I never could read my notes about. 
 
All that knowledge—God, the things I could have known if I hadn’t been  
so busy learning things.  Why is it that the things we don’t know seem so  
much more interesting than the things we do?  So much more powerful. 
 
Desire is a wave.  It peaks and then it passes.  But a little puff of red  
smoke and I will want all the things I ever wanted till the end of time.   
 (She touches the drug delivery system.) 
Here it is.  My very own time machine. 
 (Carson enters.) 
On schedule, under budget, within chemical and legal parameters.  
Congratulations.   
 (Perhaps a flash of the equations projected on the wall.) 
I’ve gone over the specs.  Nice job.  
 
  CARSON 
They gave me computer time on the floating mainframe they’ve sunk in the 
pole, but there wasn’t enough function left to tell me how 109 was going to 
work.  And I’ve always been a little unsure about 337 to 409.  And-- 
 
  CAROLE 
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A little late to worry wouldn’t you say?  We’ve fabricated the first 180 
million doses already.  Don’t worry, little fear based mouse.  After all, time 
will tell.  That’s the thing about time.  It tells.   
 (Carole holds the Cleepo in her hand.) 
Shame about Stevens.  Well, it was only a matter of time.  Still, you have to 
hand it to him.  The launch is going through the roof.  But who wouldn’t 
want a tiny packaged scrap of original light.  Who wouldn’t want a divine 
spark you can hold in the palm of your hand.  
 
  CARSON 
Look, I should warn you.  Before you use the Cleepo, you should-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Yes, yes, speak to my Minister, Rabbi, Cleric or spiritual advisor.  You think 
now is the time to bother me with the small print? 
 
  CARSON 
No, there’s something you should know before you take it.  I-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Oh, stop worrying!  Really.  I might not even take it. 
 
  CARSON 
What? 
 
  CAROLE 
I’ve gotten used to it. 
 
  CARSON 
To what? 
 
  CAROLE 
To life without—what do you call it—the mad master?  Yes.  I’ve been 
thinking that maybe I won’t take it.  That maybe what I want is to be free of 
wanting and  beauty and desire.  What do you think about that? 
 
  CARSON 
I think that after you made me slave in the desire, after you made me-- 
 
  CAROLE 
Made you?  I’m your boss, Carson.  Doing what I tell you is called doing your 
job. 
 
  CARSON 
You—you— 
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  CAROLE 
If you didn’t want to do your job, you could have quit.  If you thought it was 
too dangerous, or unethical, or too selfish or—well, any of a number of a 
things.  All you had to do was quit. 
 
  CARSON 
I couldn’t. 
 
  CAROLE 
Of course you couldn’t.  You’re a coward, after all. 
 
  CARSON 
What about all those women who need the Cleepo, who have lost their 
courage, what about them?  Don’t I owe something to them? 
 
  CAROLE 
Oh, please, you said so yourself, we’ll all be soup long before then.  Or maybe 
you don’t believe that after all.  Maybe-- 
 
  CARSON 
You have to take it, it isn’t fair if you don’t. 
 
  CAROLE 
Nothing these days is fair, Carson.  Don’t you read the billboards? 
   
  CARSON 
Why do you get to decide what you want!  You have to take it, I don’t care 
if you want to or not— 
 
  CAROLE 
No, actually, I don’t. 
 
  CARSON 
Why should this be a walk away for you, why should you get off scott free. 
 
  CAROLE 
Because.  I wasn’t.  Afraid.   
 
  CARSON 
Of what! 
 
  CAROLE 
Of a lot of things I should have been quaking in my boots about.  But still—
that’s why.  Since you asked.  And to top it all—to top all the rewards of my 
life off—look.  Here.  The most talented brain barrier interface designer in 
the world has designed, just for me, an arrow.  To shoot inside my heart.  
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And show me the way all the way back through a lifetime of delight to the 
very seat of desire.  
 (She strokes the delivery system.) 
Of course I’m going to take it, Carson.  Lord, you’re such an ass.   
 (She arms the delivery system.) 
You know, I still marvel at how beautifully the whole campaign has worked.  
Not just the Cleepo numbers—which have been, and will I guess, stand, as 
the greatest drug launch of all time—I mean the big one.  Did you know 
Stevens came up with it—yes, our own little tragic Stevens came up with it 
right after his wife died.  It’s why we let we let him run around with his 
levels off the charts, we owed him something, didn’t we?  The whole world 
owed poor tragic Stevens all the time he wanted to live in the past.  
 
  CARSON 
He’s the one who came up with heaven? 
 
  CAROLE 
What else do you promise 50 billion people to keep them from setting the 
world on fire?  Heaven.  The oldest trick in the book.  The marketing 
strategy that’s been working since the beginning of recorded time. 
 (She activates the drug delivery system.  Inhales the red smoke. 
 Beat.  She smiles.) 
 
  CARSON 
How—how is it?   
 
  CAROLE 
Curiosity killed the cat, you know. 
 
  CARSON 
All the cats are dead already. 
 
  CAROLE 
True.  And so are the hamsters, elephants, song-birds, and, of course, the 
snakes.  Curiosity is certainly having a field day.  I hear the dogs are still 
hanging on, though.  Hanging on till the bitter end.  Of course, it won’t be 
bitter for me, will it?  No, it will be beautiful.  Inside and out.   
 (Carole seems to be listening to far away music for a second.  Nods 
 her head.) 
Yes.  The beauty part is good.  Very good.  
 (Laughs.  Smiles.  Is it possible she is beginning to shine?) 
Oh dear.  Oh dear, dear dear.  So that’s what beauty’s for. 
 (Laughs softly.) 
You know, until a woman is forty, or so, she believes that she could—under the 
right circumstances, of course—she could become the most beautiful woman in 
the world.  Not that it’s easy, believing that, so major industries get in the act, 
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and the world wastes untold resources trying to make that belief real.  Sooner or 
later the woman, 20 or 30% of her life wasted, wakes up, and being the most 
beautiful woman in the world becomes something else.  But it never goes away.  
That—secret knowledge--of our secret beauty--never fades away.  That hunger 
for it.  And the shame of wanting it.   
 
I didn’t ever want anyone to think that I wanted something I wasn’t good 
enough, or smart enough, or pretty enough to have.  So I did things.   
Horrible things.  I used a lot of people a lot of different ways.  I did  
things that make what I did to you look like nothing.  And all because I 
didn’t ever want to be a woman with a dog.   
 
God, I hope I’m not telling you all this because I want forgiveness.  I hope I 
haven’t changed all at once, in the last seconds of life on earth, into a person 
I’d despise. 
 (She smiles.  There is definitely a golden light that surrounds her.) 
 
  CARSON 
The desire. 
 
  CAROLE 
 (Puts a full dose into the delivery system.) 
Look.  I had them load a dose for you too.  Thoughtful of me?  Yes.  Always 
thoughtful.  That’s me. 
 (She turns to go.) 
  CARSON 
The desire, what about the desire? 
 
  CAROLE 
 (Wagging her finger at Carson.) 
Curiosity… 
 (She laughs.) 
So you want to know about the desire, do you?  The desire.  Yes.  The desire—I 
can tell you—is a surprise. 
 
  CARSON 
What do you mean— 
 
  CAROLE 
That it would be so—complete.  That desire without end—could fill me up.  
That desire itself could be heaven.  Our reach must exceed our grasp, or 
what’s a heaven for, remember?  Even if heaven’s on its way over the lips and 
past the gums.  Along with everything else we ever desired or used or 
dreamed of.   
 
Over the lips, and past the gums.  Look out world, for here it comes.   
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The world.  Imagine that.  The world is going to slip down the throat of the 
singularity like a cocktail olive. 
 
Well, at least you got your revenge.  That’s something. 
 
  CARSON 
You’re happy.  Happier than you’ve ever been.  How exactly is that my 
revenge? 
 
  CAROLE 
I don’t know.  But you must admit that there is no reason why it can’t be 
revenge in a world that turns out to be a cocktail olive.   
 
You should find a way to stop hating me.  As flattering as I find it—it can’t 
be healthy. 
 
  CARSON 
It won’t save me, so what’s the point? 
 
  CAROLE 
Oh Lord, Carson, nothing will save you.  Nothing will save any of us.  That’s 
the good part about it.  We’ve all been let off an enormous hook.   
 
  CARSON 
There’s got to be something or someone that can be saved.  If I hated you 
enough—or loved somebody enough—if I were just brave enough— 
 
  CAROLE 
 (She sighs.) 
You just don’t get it, do you?  All of the things now used to be—they’re over.  
Winning and losing and hope and honor and courage and stand up comedy, 
too.  Gone.  You weren’t brave, Carson.  You had a chance to be brave, and 
you weren’t.  You missed your chance.  By some miracle of time and space 
you’ve gotten another one.  Maybe you’ll figure it out.  I actually…I actually 
hope you do.  Well, that’s a miracle too. 
 (And it’s not possible to ignore.  Carole is shimmering, it is 
 a holy glow.  She hands the drug delivery system to Carson.) 
Here.  Do it soon.  The instability’s spreading.   
 
The whole beautiful world.  Slipping down that blind, dark throat.  Think of 
it, Carson.  Think how all that beauty will taste.   
 (Carole, who, it must be admitted, is glowing beautifully, leaves. 
 
 Lights up on the bar.  Which surrounds Carson, who is holding 
 the Cleepo delivery system.  Marty is there, mixing their drinks  
 behind the bar.  Carson sits down.) 
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  MARTY* 
It’s not your fault. 
 
  CARSON 
Of course it is.   
 
  MARTY 
Please, Carson, it doesn’t matter now— 
 
  CARSON 
Doesn’t it?   
 
  MARTY 
You did what you could, for as long as you could— 
 
  CARSON 
Just because I didn’t need the stories anymore didn’t mean she didn’t— 
 
  MARTY 
She wouldn’t have made it. 
 
  CARSON 
All I had to do was keep telling them, and-- 
 
  MARTY 
No.  You know better. 
 (Carson puts the Cleepo on the bar.) 
 
  CARSON 
I’ve been saving it for Lisa. 
 
  MARTY 
She couldn’t have made it, Carson.  Even if you’d told her a non-stop Now 
Story till the end of time.  We did what we could.  Let her go. 
 
  CARSON 
I want you to take it. 
 
  MARTY 
No, it’s yours— 
 
  CARSON 
I don’t want it.  And if I change my mind, I can always get another. 
  
  MARTY 
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You know better than that.  The instability’s infecting everything, the newer 
something is, the less certain its integrity will last. 
 
  CARSON 
So, I’ll take my chances.  You take it.  Go home to your husband. 
 
  MARTY 
What about you? 
 
  CARSON 
I’ll wait here in case Lisa shows up.   
 
  MARTY 
Carson!  Please stop talking like that. 

 
  CARSON 
Why? 
 (Pause) 
Just take it, okay?  
 
  MARTY 
 (Beat.  She takes the drug delivery system.) 
The streets are already full of them, you know.  Women who’ve taken it.  
They say they shine—they say— 
 
  CARSON 
I know.  They’re calling them angels.  
 
  MARTY 
They say—they also say—they say there aren’t going to be any new doses.   
 
  CARSON 
I know that too.   
 (Pause) 
 
  MARTY 
You’re sure you won’t need it? 
 
  CARSON 
I’m just not ready to stop trying yet, okay?  And in a few days it won’t work 
at all, so— 
 
  MARTY 
Okay. 
 
Well.  We kept it mattering.  As long as we could.    
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  CARSON 
Yes.  We did.  A drink of water without the cup, right?  We tried to drink it. 

 
  MARTY  
 (Marty turns the Cleepo over in her hands.) 
It’s wrong to want to be beautiful forever, isn’t it. 
  

  CARSON 
No.   
 
  MARTY 
Of course it is.  Still, it’s the only game in town, so-- 
 
  CARSON 
It’s just a form of time, really.  What’s wrong with wanting that? 
 
  MARTY 
What’s right with it?  We can’t have it.  So we settle for second best, we 
settle for beauty. 
 
  CARSON 
You are holding the finest beauty in all the land, Marty.  There’s nothing 
second best about it. 
 
  MARTY 
Sorry.   
 (Beat) 
I suppose it’s not any wronger than wanting to go back. 
 
  CARSON 
And everybody wants to go back. 
 
  MARTY 
Except you, it turns out.   
 
  CARSON 
Going back is always a mistake.  If you drown in the river the first time, 
you’ll just drown in it twice.   
 
  MARTY 
Easy to say. 

 
  CARSON 
Not really, as it turns out. 
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It seemed like a simple thing to want—a chance to do it over again.  A 
chance to step in a river, a better river, a sweeter river, and swim.  And even 
if I couldn’t win this time, if there was no time left to win, it would be a 
job—a place to go, where people thought you were good at what you do, a 
place I could get some of what I’d lost back.  Of course, there were no jobs.  
No new jobs, no old jobs at all.  So I got to work making one. 
 
  MARTY 
You what? 
 
  CARSON 
I could never have done it without the singularity, of course.  It started 
stretching time as soon as our instruments detected it, even when it was 
millions of light years away.  I used a local application of the time travel drug 
I would have built, 10 years ago.  Which wasn’t a game.  It was never a game, 
not for me.  I couldn’t build a job from scratch, I knew I couldn’t do the 
math for something as big as that.  I had to reach into the past and pull it 
out.  When it got here, it’d look like it was now, I was pretty sure, but the 
past was where I had to go.  To get what I wanted.  But the problem is that 
desire, you are never in control of desire— 
 
  MARTY 
But if you really could build a time machine, then why didn’t you-- 
 
  CARSON 
I didn’t build a time machine, Marty.  I spent ten years teasing an 
infinitesimal drop of time out of the river, I thought one drop—what could 
it hurt.  That’s what I thought.  And I started telling now stories.   
 
They were the time machine, as it turns out.  Well, there was some math 
involved, there’s always some math.  But they were the way I remembered 
what happiness was like.  What I wanted.  What it was like.  What life 
would be like when I got my courage back.  When I got my courage back, 
thanks to my shiny new job.  They were the way I focused all my desire, the 
way I teased out that tiny little drop.   

 
  MARTY 
But why would you want to work for Carole again-- 
 
  CARSON 
Want to?  It was the last thing I wanted.  I cast out my hook for a job, in a 
world where there were no jobs, a chance where there weren’t any more 
chances.  I cast out my hook, and reeled in her desk.  And guess what?  
Carole was sitting right behind it.  It was like a curse.  That’s how I know 
what happens when you try to go back. 
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  MARTY 
So now what? 
 
  CARSON 
So now I’m down to now.  No more now stories.  No more escape.  No more 
math. 
  
  MARTY 
Come home with me. 
 
  CARSON 
No.   
 
  MARTY 
You can’t stay here. 
 
  CARSON 
I can’t stay anywhere else.   

 
  MARTY 
 (They hug.) 
We tried as hard as we could, didn’t we? 
 
  CARSON 
Oh yes.  Nobody can say we didn’t try. 
 (Marty goes, taking the Cleepo with her. 
 
 Carson turns goes back into the bar.  Tex is sitting on  
 a bar stool.  Carson looks around her slowly, carefully.) 
 
  TEX 
Can I help you, cupcake? 

 
  CARSON 
Look—I’m just looking for a friend. 
 (She scans the bar, anxiously.) 
 
  TEX 
I’ve heard that before.   
 
  CARSON 
But it’s true.  I was supposed to take her in to get her levels checked a 
couple weeks ago, and— 
 
  TEX 
You haven’t seen her since. 
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  CARSON 
I don’t know what else to do, I’ve looked for her everywhere-- 
 
  TEX 
It’s good you’re still looking for her, peaches.  It shows you’re— 
 
  CARSON 
What, deluded? 
 
  TEX 
That you’re someone the dead can rely on. 
 
  CARSON 
That’s mean and cruel— 
 
  TEX 
Hell, no, sugar, it’s just true.  After all, we’re all the dead have got.  To 
remember ‘em.  Only way they can travel now, travel free, through time. 
 
Darling, if she’s gone, it’s because it was easier than staying.  Just cause you 
loved her, doesn’t mean you get to blame her.  Can you blame her? 
 
  CARSON 
No, but-- 
 
  TEX 
Some of us, we’re just not gamblers, that’s all.  Don’t want to trust our fate 
to the scatter-shot of time—that’s what it always is, shatter-shot.  When the 
moment comes, and every soul is tossed up in the air like a handful of 
confetti, caught by random currents of now and then and before and 
sometime and never—that’s the scary one, the souls that will be caught in a  
current of never—imagine getting frozen, on the horizon, frozen in a never 
forever—that’s a crap-shoot if ever I did hear of one, hon.  And not a thing 
we can do about it, not a thing that stands a chance of shaving the dice or 
increasing the odds.  Sure, we talk a lot about will, about free will.  We are 
insufferable romantics when free will comes to mind.  But what exactly do 
you think the chances are that the free will attached to scraps of flesh like 
you and me has got compared to time?  And that’s what that thing is, in the 
end, toots.  Time.  And time, my little rock and rye--time is on time’s side. 
  
And all the same, there’s something about the way it tastes.  It’s so good, the 
taste of our free will.  Maybe your friend needed to believe in free will more 
than she needed to stay.   
 
  CARSON 
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It’s not fair.  She wanted to believe.  And I couldn’t help her at all.   
 
  TEX 
We think that we can fix things that are broken.  That’s our first mistake. 
We cry when what we can’t fix stays broken.  That’s our second.   
  
  CARSON 
And our third? 
  
  TEX 
Spending any time worrying about the first two.  Come home with me. 
 
  CARSON 
No. 
 
  TEX 
Why not?  Of all the nows there are—the best is the one where you’re 
threaded through another person.   
 
  CARSON 
Thanks.  I’ll make a note of that. 
 (She turns to go.) 
 
  TEX 
Hey-- 
 
  CARSON 
You remind me too much of someone. 
 
  TEX 
Who? 
 
  CARSON 
Everyone. 
 
  TEX 
Can’t help that.  Pattern exhaustion. 
 
  CARSON 
But just the men.  Funny, isn’t it? 
 
  TEX 
Votes aren’t in on that yet. 
 
  CARSON 
But what does it mean? 
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  TEX 
Whatever you want it to. 
 
  CARSON 
Oh, right.  Free will clause. 
 (Pause) 
 
  TEX 
You look tired. 
 
  CARSON 
I am tired.  I’ve been working on a drug to make women beautiful.  I mean, 
believe that they are, all the way to the very edge of the horizon.   
 
  TEX 
Aw, hell, sweetie, that’s what men are for. 
 
  CARSON 
That is the worst line— 
 
  TEX 
It’s a bad line, yes, but it’s true.  That’s what a man is for.  To see women, 
see how beautiful they are.  Otherwise, all that beauty’d go to waste. 
 
  CARSON 
Well, in the first place, women should be beautiful without a man seeing 
them— 
 
  TEX 
Hell!  Hell!  Nope, you’ve got to stop it, I will not chance spending eternity 
discussing feminist eyewash.  I’m sure when you take your clothes off, you’ll 
be beautiful. 
 
  CARSON 
Why? 
 
  TEX   
Because when a woman takes her clothes off she always is.  In fact, it’s the 
most beautiful she gets.  Taking her clothes off. 
 
  CARSON 
You still love women that much? 
 
  TEX 
Absolutely. 
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  CARSON   
Why? 
 
  TEX 
At the time, it seemed like a good idea. 
 
  CARSON 
And now? 
 
  TEX 
Habit I can’t break. 
 (He unbuttons the top button on her blouse.) 
 
  CARSON 
But after a woman takes her clothes off— 
 
  TEX 
It’s all written in the stars after that, cupcake.  ‘Cause passion—it’s not an 
emotion.  It’s your fate.  Moment to moment, it’s your fate.   
 
  CARSON 
 (She buttons her top button up.) 
No. 
 
  TEX 
What’s the point of saying no at a time like this? 
 
  CARSON 
Because I don’t believe in it anymore.   
 
  TEX 
In your beauty? 
 
  CARSON 
Yes.  No.  In it.  In—and I’m scared— 
 
  TEX 
Scared?  You?  What about me?  I’m scared shitless. 
 
  CARSON 
You are? 
 
  TEX 
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Every second.  Because I’m in the same nightmare you are, the exact same 
nightmare, and I don’t even get to be the one that says no.  I’m the one that 
has to be out there, trying to get some now.  In the face of no. 
 (He kisses her neck.) 
What’s no anyway, cupcake?  It’s just now without the w.  It’s nothing.  
Nothing at all to two little scraps of flesh like you and me. 
 (He kisses her neck on the other side.) 
Whereas now— 
 (He kisses the center of her throat.) 
 
  CARSON 
Whereas with now— 
 (He starts to kiss her on the lips.  She shakes her head, pulls  
 away.)  
I want to believe again.  In him.  But-- 
 
  TEX 
God?  God’s a sucker’s bet. 
 
  CARSON 
No, not him, in—this.   
 (She touches his lips.) 
But there’s no time left, there’s no time. 
 
  TEX 
Stop sweating it, cupcake.  Some problems cannot be solved in the life of the 
physical universe. 
 
  CARSON 
You have much luck with that line? 
 
  TEX 
Yeah.  As a matter of fact, I do. 
 
  CARSON 
Amazing. 
 
  TEX 
No argument there.  
 
  CARSON 
If I say yes.  If I say yes, and I get lost in it again, and it doesn’t save me, if it 
isn’t what I need it to be, if I get trapped in it—forever, because we’re 
talking forever, now, that’s what we’re talking, if I say yes—and get trapped 
in it, again, forever-- 
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  TEX 
A weaker man—or a saner man, he’d be out the door by now, you know that, 
don’t you, cupcake? 
 
  CARSON 
Then what’s stopping you? 
 
  TEX 
You know what’s stopping me.   
 
  CARSON 
Well say something.  Say something.  Quick.  Because it could happen any 
minute now, the end of the world, any minute now, and if it happens, like 
this, with the Mad Master, just walking in the door again, if it happens now, 
before we get a chance— 
 
  TEX 
Maybe this is our chance.  Maybe this is what we get.   
 
  CARSON 
You don’t believe that. 
 
  TEX 
I’d like to. 
 
  CARSON 
Why? 
 
  TEX 
You tell me a better definition of heaven. 
 
  CARSON 
Than this?  Than two strangers in a bar?  On the edge of the end of the 
world? 
 
  TEX 
Well, okay, yeah, I admit it, it’d be better someplace outside, some trees, 
flowers around.  Maybe some weeping cherry, or a redbud in bloom, yeah. 
But other than the tree thing—no way to improve this.   The moment a 
woman I want is just about to say yes to me?  You can’t beat it.  What about 
you? 
 
  CARSON 
What about me? 
 
  TEX 
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Heaven.  What’s your idea of heaven? 
 
  CARSON 
I—I don’t know.   
 
  TEX 
Well, then that’s the problem, isn’t it.   
 
  CARSON 
I used to know, but it didn’t last, so it wasn’t— 
 
  TEX 
What? 
 
  CARSON 
I used to know what heaven was, but it didn’t work, it didn’t stay, so— 
   
  TEX 
So that’s what you’ve learned during your time on earth?  That if it doesn’t 
last, it isn’t heaven? 
 
  CARSON 
Well—isn’t that right? 
 
  TEX 
 (Shrugs) 
I don’t know.  If that’s what you’ve learned, that’s what you’ve learned.   
 (He turns to go) 
 
  CARSON 
Where are you going? 
 
  TEX 
The singularity’s on its way, cupcake.  And nothing that’s got our desires on 
it is gonna last, or stay, and the word forever—sure, there’s the one in a 
billion trillion chance that forever will come true, but my money?  It’s on 
never.  The big, sudden never.  And that’s okay.  Cause I didn’t learn that 
thing you learned.  And I don’t know which one of us is better off, but I will 
tell you this.  Whatever you’ve learned is not gonna keep certain facts from 
having their way.  
 
  CARSON 
Maybe I should learn something new. 
 
  TEX 
Maybe, but— 
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  CARSON 
Look, I want to say yes.  
 
  TEX 
I know. 
 
  CARSON 
But I’m afraid— 
 
  TEX 
We’ve done this part already. 
 
  CARSON 
I know. 
 
  TEX 
And I made it clear that— 
 
  CARSON 
You put your faith in a thing, you put your eggs, all the eggs of your life in a 
basket—and when it breaks—when they all break—when everything fails 
you-- 
 
  TEX 
Look.  Maybe we got to accept that this isn’t going to work out after all.  
Here you are, in hell, and here I am, in heaven.  Same moment.  Two 
different worlds.  You see my point? 
 
  CARSON 
I see your point. 
 
  TEX 
Now, I have no intention of making your now mine.  But if you’re interested 
in making mine yours— 
 
  CARSON 
I am.  
 
  TEX 
You sure? 
 
  CARSON 
Yes. 
 
  TEX 
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Then I’ll wait. 
 
  CARSON 
I’ve just got to let go of a few things, forget a few things along the way. 
 
  TEX 
Smart decision.  After all, they say that in certain dimensions the future’s 
already happened, and nobody remembers a minute of it.   
 
  CARSON 
That’s what they say. 
 
  TEX 
It’s a piss poor system.  Sure, there’s stuff in the past you want to remember, 
but there’s always plenty more you’d just as soon forget.  Whereas the stuff 
that’s coming up you want to remember every single second of it--until it 
happens to you of course, and then it’s some of it, you hope to remember, 
some of it, pray to forget. 
 
  CARSON 
So what if we’re wrong, what if this is just another now we’re going to pray 
to forget? 
 
  TEX 
Then we’re both gonna wish we could remember the future. 
 
  CARSON 
But doesn’t it feel like we can, sometimes?  Doesn’t it feel that way, when 
the Mad Master enters the room, when he’s standing, right next to you, and 
say you’re kissing someone—say you’re kissing me, for the first time—isn’t 
that what if feels like?  Like the memory of the future? 
 
  TEX 
First rule of time travel.  You can’t go back. 
 
  CARSON 
So? 
 
  TEX 
So, if you can’t go back, how you going to have a memory of the future?  
How you ever going to come back from the future with those memories? 
 
  CARSON 
Like this.   
 (She kisses him.) 
Yeah?  You feel it? 
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  TEX 
Yeah. 
 
  CARSON 
It’s a mystery, isn’t it?   
 
  TEX 
Yep.  It is an abiding mystery to me. 
 (They kiss again.) 
 
  CARSON 
 (She takes his hand, and starts for the door.) 
Okay then.  After all, this is our last chance. 
 
  TEX 
Cupcake.  It’s always our last chance. 
 
  CARSON 
Now? 
 
  TEX 
Now.   
 (Lights fade. 
 
 
 END OF PLAY.) 


